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The comprehensive study of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in nowadays manufacturing systems has become a need for improving the efficiency of production processes, pressed by the market demand. To achieve this management, industrial control systems are being modelled robustly by using standards.

This causes developers to use semantic technologies to deal with the complexity of data integration and modelling of systems. On the other hand, ISA-95 is an international standard that reduce human efforts by helping directly on the business logistics of manufacturing systems. Then, ISA-95-based implementations can be developed for data integration.

Moreover, the current trend on systems modelling is the use of ontologies which provide models to be more descriptive, allowing knowledge to be decoupled from business logic, and extending modularity of the domain knowledge. In addition, the application of AI to industrial control systems is being developed by the interoperability between a knowledge base, created by ontologies, and a reasoner.

This thesis proposes a methodology for modelling configuration for heterogeneous data integration while considering the various information models contained in the systems of the modelled manufacturing systems. The implementation of this work not only presents how to model a production line as an example of manufacturing system, but also allows carrying out the configuration of a Function Block Network (FBN) by specifying a KPI. Then, this work pretends to present a possible manner of KPI classification and its calculation by configuring a FBN, all of this by the use of ontologies.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYMS</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Automation Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASRS</td>
<td>Automatic Storage and Retrieval System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2MML</td>
<td>Business to Manufacturing Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMIR</td>
<td>Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPEL</td>
<td>Business Process Execution Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDL</td>
<td>Choreography Description Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFB</td>
<td>Composition Function Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFBNO</td>
<td>Configuration Function Block Network Ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAML</td>
<td>DARPA Agent Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Description Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPWS</td>
<td>Devices Profile for Web Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSS</td>
<td>Decision Support System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td>Enterprise System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB</td>
<td>Enterprise Service Bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>Factory Automation Systems and Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>Function Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBEC</td>
<td>Function Block Engine Configurator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Function Block Instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBN</td>
<td>Function Block Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBNI</td>
<td>Function Block Network Instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOL</td>
<td>First-Order Logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMS</td>
<td>Flexible Manufacturing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoF PPP</td>
<td>“Factories of the Future” Public-Private Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>International Electro-technical Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA</td>
<td>Instrumentation, System and Automation Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON</td>
<td>JavaScript Object Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KB</td>
<td>Knowledge Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPI</td>
<td>Key Performance Indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KR</td>
<td>Knowledge Representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOM</td>
<td>Manufacturing Operations Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS</td>
<td>Modular Production System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSO</td>
<td>Manufacturing System Ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEE</td>
<td>Overall Equipment Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIL</td>
<td>Ontology Inference Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL</td>
<td>Web Ontology Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>Programmable Logic Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QL</td>
<td>Query Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>Resource Description Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDFS</td>
<td>Resource Description Framework Schema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCADA</td>
<td>Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>Service Oriented Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARQL</td>
<td>Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWRL</td>
<td>Semantic Web Rules Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEEP</td>
<td>Total Effective Equipment Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUT</td>
<td>Tampere University of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UML</td>
<td>Unified Modelling Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W3C</td>
<td>World Wide Web Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBF</td>
<td>World Batch Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>Web Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSDL</td>
<td>Web Service Definition Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS-CDL</td>
<td>Web Service Choreography Description Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMI</td>
<td>eXtensible Markup Language Metadata Interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>eXtensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XSLT</td>
<td>Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. INTRODUCTION

This section exposes a background on the thesis work domain for citing the concepts that any reader of this document should know to understand the objectives, tasks, and results of this Master of Science thesis.

1.1. Background

In the last decades, the industrial automation technologies have been evolving passing by several generations for achieving the actual situation. The main reason of this evolution is the need of using renewed technologies for achieving new goals that cannot be reached by using previous ones [1]. This causes that technologies and manufacturing systems must grow and suffer changes rapidly. Note that this trend not only gets more complicated in terms of fast adaptability to system upgrades, but also due to the market pressure. Systems are nowadays required to be adaptable and efficient since this feature can be directly translated in economic benefits and savings for the industry. In fact, system integration is another factor to take into account in the cost for projects on the manufacturing industry [2, 3]. In addition, [4] indicates that the high cost of integration can be avoided by using distributed intelligence system technologies, so once again the investment and improvement of system integration development is pointed as a priority.

The implementation of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) paradigms to industrial Automation Systems (AS) has been a tendency in last decade projects [5] because this approach facilitate control systems to be reusable, reconfigurable, and flexible, which are three of the required characteristics for an actual production line, as an example of an industrial control system.

In this evolution, the appearance of standards, as ANSI/ISA-95 [6, 7, 8, 9], has been a basic fact for developers to build modelling and control systems reducing human efforts. Normally, standards are based on semantic languages as the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) that specifies rules for facilitating its codes to be readable for humans and machines. By means of standards, systems get more accessibility and interoperability due to the capability to incorporate devices that does not have same protocols.

The International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) 61499 is a component-based international standard used for modelling distributed systems. IEC-61499 uses a Function Block (FB) as a main element that encapsulates the business logic and can be implemented as software and/or hardware. Then, by using this standard, the architecture for distributed AS can be made by developers as it is shown in [10]. In addition, IEC-61499 models are composed by interconnections of FBs, via event and data flows, configuring a Function Block Network (FBN). A solution based on IEC-61499 standard has
been used in the European Union (EU) project called PLANTCockpit. This research project was launched by the European Commission (EC) within the 7th Framework Programme, under the umbrella of “Factories of the Future” Public-Private Partnership (FoF PPP) [11]. This project develops a platform for monitoring and controlling production processes [12]. The integration approach of PLANTCockpit is presented on [13], and its solution can be extended as it is explained in [14]. Supported by a comparison between the conceptual and operational perspective of PLANTCockpit, [14] depicts the functionality of a FBN on an implementation which performs the calculation and monitoring of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of a shop floor integration.

Through all of this, actual systems data integration becomes a complex task to be faced by developers in manufacturing systems due to several facts as; the variety of functionality in production lines and the tough process of configuration, derived on controlling different protocols, complexity of Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) solutions [14, 15], and definition of Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [16]. Then, semantic technologies are used in nowadays manufacturing systems projects to standardize a human readable lingo in certain domain, which is also a goal of this thesis work.

During this decade, there has been a noticeable tendency to apply Knowledge Representation (KR) for modularizing the knowledge into domains and decouple business logic from knowledge. KR is part of the various Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches which makes use of human-readable semantic languages for interoperability and expressivity of systems. This objective is possible by definition of system domain ontologies, using XML-based KR languages and standards as Resource Description Framework (RDF) [17], or Web Ontology Language (OWL) [18]. Research on this field combined with semantic definition, bring closer the distribution and self-management of industrial AS, as the presented ontology-based KR for Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) in [19]. Then, ontologies implementation allows systems to share common KR between heterogeneous devices, by defining the functionalities of the factory model and describing the semantics of overall manufacturing capability [20]. The main objective of this thesis work is to allow a system to configure a network of heterogeneous systems to perform a metric calculation by the use of ontologies.

To sum up, the SOA paradigm facilities the reusability, reconfigurability, and flexibility to industrial AS because they can be modelled by developers within semantic language based standards. This encourages the present projects to develop platforms for control systems, as manufacturing systems, by modelling the systems and integrate to them AI as the most recent tendency. The main goals of these integrations are to remove the Information Technology (IT) knowledge requirements for metric calculation, and lower the integration capabilities down to the production manager level. In addition, the efficiency of production systems and its self-dependency by AI is obtained.
1.2. Problem Definition

Current manufacturing systems are exhaustively controlled and updated to be more efficient than previous ones because of the nowadays production and market demands. This encourages the management of processes metrics for improving the performance of products in the industry.

On the other hand, given that the complexity of systems is increasing, systems must be standardly modelled. Thereby, production systems are endowed with reusability, reconfigurability, and flexibility, among other advantages. To achieve these objectives, SOA and semantic technologies are useful to be utilized for modelling complex systems and data management between different layers of an integration system.

Due to this, the need to define an approach for combining manufacturing models with enterprise integration patterns becomes a must to reach the actual technological goals.

1.2.1. Justification for the work

Present-day industrial control systems are so complex that, in their integration, a language with large expressivity capabilities is required. This description helps to the integration by using the semantic value of the values that each system provides.

By the use of ontologies, a manufacturing system can be modelled. Note that, depending on the domain of the ontology, the model can include several shop floor integration parts in order to reduce complexity of the representation. In addition, ontologies add description to models because they are capable to indicate the relation between different integration layers, even roles of model instances.

Moreover, by using ISA-95 based implementations, [20] presents an operation and KPI metrics assessment doing a KPIs classification by categories. Thus, by using ontologies, equipment of a production line should be able to be related with KPIs, taking into account KPIs category.

Knowing that KPIs are calculations of systems, [14] depicts conceptually how the KPIs can be calculated and visualized by a FBN. As a solution for the composition of services depicted on [14], ontologies could be used for modelling the interconnections between FBs.

Then, the main reason of this thesis work is to use ontologies for supporting the integration of a manufacturing system, because this allows the automatic configuration of a FBN by querying developed ontologies with the objective of manufacturing system KPIs calculation.

1.2.2. Problem statement

Following the problem definition and the justification of the work, there is a need for using manufacturing system models as source of information during the configuration of heterogeneous system interoperability. In addition, these integrations have to be
standardized and well defined to approach semantic knowledge to the manager level of a production system. Thus, a methodology for retrieving the information from ontologies is required. All these cited statements, and the ones glimpsed on the previous sections of the thesis introduction, prompt the following questions:

- How to integrate manufacturing models during heterogeneous system integration and metric calculation support?
- How KPI calculation description be assembled in production ontologies?
- How a FBN configuration for KPI calculation can be semantically modelled?
- How to design a generic methodology to query the previous ontologies types?

1.3. Work description

The main task is to integrate a manufacturing model for heterogeneous system integration and metric calculation support. This model has to include the process for describing the extraction of KPIs from an industrial control system and the configuration of its FBN. This means that at least two different, but relational, ontologies are required to be done; while the first one is needed for describing the components of the system and KPI equation definitions, the second one is required for describing how the different FBs of a FBN for the KPI calculation will be configured.

Once the required methodology is developed, the reasoning and data extraction from ontologies must be described and demonstrated on a use case by this thesis work. This means that the needed data to calculate the KPIs of a manufacturing system and the semantic configuration necessary for the FBN configuration has to be queried from the ontologies.

1.3.1. Objectives

By following the previous work description explication, the incoming list presents the objectives of this thesis work:

- Design an ontology schema for modelling manufacturing systems:
  - It has to be generic; the solution must approach the implementation to a standard-base manufacturing system model.
- Develop the two ontologies described on the work description for the different following proposes of a manufacturing use case:
  - For describing the equipment and KPI domains from a production line by using the designed generic ontology schema of previous objective.
  - For describing a FBN semantic configuration.
- Design the interoperability between Knowledge Bases (KBs):
To design the interoperability between ontologies to achieve a common goal. In this case, the objective is a KPI calculation.

Design a reasoning process for retrieving the required data for FBN semantic configuration.

1.3.2. Process

Study and implementation of methods for manufacturing systems modelling:

- A research on current trend for manufacturing systems modelling is done. This thesis is purposed to implement an ontological approach, so then ontologies is the selected formalization to be used.

Selection of a tool for implementing the required ontology models:

- A search on available ontology platforms is done for implementing the thesis manufacturing system ontologies. Then, languages used by the selected platform are needed to be studied.

Study, design and implementation of the interoperability between ontologies:

- A research for the relation between ontologies is studied and designed. Then, an implementation of that interoperability within the selected platform is done.

Study, design and implementation of the reasoning process:

- A research for reasoning is done. The process must be compatible with the platform used to model the manufacturing system. Once the reasoning process is defined, its implementation by using required languages is done.

Experimental study:

- The experimental study has been performed modelling a module of a FESTO Modular Production System (MPS), as an example of a manufacturing system. This assembly line consists on workstations that have at least one task for accomplish a differentiation and assembly of cylinders. The FESTO MPS is presented in Section 4 of this thesis work documentation.

1.3.3. Assumptions and limitations

The performed work in this thesis is meant to satisfy the stated objectives but the following assumptions must be noted:
Assumption 1: The configuration of FBN modelled by ontologies, presents results that require tools to be executed.

Assumption 2: The demonstration of the two methodologies (modelling systems by ontologies and data extraction from ontologies) implementation is done by concrete cases since the large amount of possible KPIs to be tested.

Assumption 3: A reasoner is needed for process the results of queries. The supporting tool for ontology design can also facilitate this requirement.

Assumption 4: There is not a starting statement for using any specific software, tool or languages for reach the solution of this thesis work. Besides this free choice, the ontological approach must be usable for the PLANTCockpit [11] data integration implementations [12, 13, 14, 40, 58 and 66].

1.4. Thesis Outline

This thesis work is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents a theoretical background defining and describing the concepts, technologies and tools used to this work. Then, Chapter 3 presents the methodology approach. Chapter 4 presents the implementation of standard-based ontologies on a Multi-FMS as an example of an industrial manufacturing system. Chapter 5 presents the results of reasoning the modelled system, and the extraction of FBN data configuration for a desired KPI calculation. Finally, Chapter 6 presents conclusions and future work.
2. **THEORETICAL BACKGROUND**

This chapter is a literature and technology review which defines and describes the concepts, technologies and tools used to this thesis work. Beyond the previous “Introduction” section, this chapter explains the essential cited concepts that are in relation with different performed tasks for this thesis work. Note that this information is focused on manufacturing systems, since this is the environment in which the applications of the thesis implementation are planned to be applied.

2.1. **Ontologies**

As is stated on the “Introduction” section of this thesis work, the next generation of manufacturing systems are being implemented with knowledge management tools to approach the AI for developing production processes. For this reason, in the early 1990’s ontologies started to be developed as a KR language [21].

Tom Gruber defines ontology as “an explicit specification of a conceptualization” [22]. In fact, this term is retrieved from philosophy, which is the study of the nature of existence, its categories and their interrelations. For knowledge-based systems, ontologies describe the existence of things and their relations between them defining objects and their properties, respectively.

Then, the concept of ontology is defined in nowadays systems as a formal representation of knowledge [23]. Actually, ontologies can be used in any domain but this thesis deals with the applications of ontologies in manufacturing systems. A large amount of implementations on this field with a deeper conceptual definition of ontologies can be found in [24, 25, and 26] Master Thesis of Science, developed in the Tampere University of Technology (TUT). These thesis works presents different applications using ontologies as the KR language on the manufacturing domain. In addition, many publications about similar implementations can be found as, for instance, [27 and 28] which presents ontology implementations for flexible and adaptive agents for complex manufacturing systems.

2.1.1. **Types of ontologies**

There is not only one classification of ontologies since authors categorize them in a different manner. In any case, ontologies can be classified from general to specific as in [29], in a more defragmented classification based on the subject of conceptualization as it is presented in [24], and/or doing a differentiation between the issue of the conceptualization and the content of ontologies as it is depicted on [30].
A classification of ontologies is done by contrasting above cited published classifications is presented in following Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General/Common ontologies</td>
<td>Represents general/common sense that can be used in different domains as things, events, or functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KR ontologies</td>
<td>Represents primitives for formalising the knowledge. They are “a conceptualization of KR formalisms” [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top/Upper level ontologies</td>
<td>Represents very general concepts. These ontologies are domain independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic domain ontologies</td>
<td>Is composed by specific terminology of a domain. In addition, describe the interrelations between the ontology concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task domain ontologies</td>
<td>Is composed by terminology of certain task or activity. These ontologies are domain dependent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application domain ontologies</td>
<td>Is composed by required declarations for the KR for certain application. These ontologies are domain and task dependent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different ontology types can also be analyzed, and some features of this classification can be found as the reusability-usability that depends directly on the ontology type. In fact, Figure 1 is based on a figure shown in [31] which depicts how the usability and reusability in ontologies is indirectly proportional.

![Figure 1: Reusability-Usability depending on ontology types](image)

Note that besides this briefly classification of ontologies, an exhaustive categorization can be found in [31], starting from the evolution of this classification and presenting several instances for exemplify each ontology type.

On the other hand, it has to be stated that one of the main reasons of using ontologies, from explicit specifications, is that they can be applied to any domain and/or sector because anything can be described from general to concrete. As it is explained along
this thesis work documentation, the implemented ontologies belong to the industrial manufacturing domain.

Note that the use of different types of ontologies can determine characteristics of the system model as the depicted reusability of the ontology for using it in another domain. This means that general ontologies can be applied in different domains due to their high reusability but, for example, task ontologies cannot be reused since they describe concrete activities in certain domains.

As it can be seen in further chapters, this thesis work presents two different ontology types. The first one is a generic ontology for manufacturing system domain so it is reusable for modelling production lines, but not enough for being used on different domains because as it is described on Table 1, it contains specific terminology for a certain domain. On the other hand, the second ontology is composed by specific terminology of a domain, and describes the interrelations between the ontology concepts for the KR of a FBN configuration task, so that means that is highly usable for this case but it cannot be reused in other domain or distinct task. Then, the relevance of the different ontology types can be understood as a crucial characteristic that determines the domain and scope of implementation of ontologies.

2.1.2. Ontology components

There are five main components of an ontology as it is explained on [32]. Conceptually, (1) expresses an ontology as the composition of concepts, relations, functions, instances, and axioms.

\[ O = \{C, R, F, A, I\} \]  

- Concepts are compositions of objects and they are organized in taxonomies
- Relations are a set of connections between objects.
- Functions represent the defined operations in concepts
- Axioms are veritable sentences
- Instances are real elements that belong to an object

Note that these are the ontology components by definition but in following sections can be seen how ontology languages use same type of components but defined differently, following its own Description Language (DL). This means, for example, that an object can be named as class or even an entity, a relation can be defined as a property, and an instance can be defined as an individual, but the above definitions are applied to these “synonyms”.

2.1.2.1 An example of components by using graphical notation

The previous described components can be depicted by the following Figure 2, showing the elements represented by a graphical notation based on the one explained in [33].
Note that functions and axioms are not represented in this example since an axiom is a sentence and functions are descriptions of concept operations.

Figure 2: Components of ontologies by an example of workstation elements

Concretely, Figure 2 shows a concept as a composition of objects that describes a hierarchy of other objects, which contains real interrelated elements. Note that the name for the represented concept in the presented example is ‘Thing’ since is the usual word used for concepts on several ontology languages, as it can be seen in further sections of these thesis work documentation.

Then, it is demonstrated how a concept is a higher object that includes other objects represented by ovals, instances are real elements of certain objects represented by rhombus, and relations describe type of connection existing between instances represented by arrows.

2.1.3. Methodologies for design of ontologies

Modelling systems is a general task that requires following some sub-tasks in DLs. The use of methodologies guarantees a satisfactory performance of models without missing any system description. A knowledge-engineering methodology for developing ontologies is described in [34] presenting seven steps to design an ontology. This section summarizes each step to notify its relevance. For having a graphical description, the case presented on Figure 2 will be used for exemplifying each step of the methodology. Note that this thesis work has used this methodology for designing the developed ontologies.

2.1.3.1 Domain/scope of the ontology

The first step is the decision of the domain of the ontology. The easier method to achieve the required domain and scope is by answering four questions presented in [34]:

- What is the domain that the ontology will cover?
- For what we are going to use the ontology?
For what types of questions the information in the ontology should provide answers?

Who will use and maintain the ontology?

Then, by answering the previous questions, the domain of the ontology that is being designed is achieved. By using the Figure 2 case as example, the resulting domain would be the representation of workstation components.

2.1.3.2 Reusing other ontologies

Once the domain and scope is defined, the research of existing ontologies on same domain is a recommended task since, as it is explained in “Types of ontologies” section, ontologies permit knowledge reuse. This could help the designer to use the information and/or structure of already designed ontologies because, for instance, if there is any ontology with the same domain of Figure 2 case, it could be merged with that one.

2.1.3.3 Relevant terms of the ontology

Thirdly, the enumeration of the relevant terminology of ontologies is a critical task on ontology development. Once the list is done, the determination of component type in the ontology is defined. This means that the selected terms will be defined in the model as concepts, objects, and relations of the ontology.

As it can be seen in Figure 2, the terminology is composed by all the terms that are written on the picture and each one has a role in the diagram as, for example, ‘workstation’ as an object, ‘Pneumatic’ as an instance or ‘hasValve’ as a relation.

2.1.3.4 Defining objects/classes

Once the terminology is established and the components are identified, the definition of an object/class hierarchy must be done. The result of this task is the organizations of object terms in classes, and sub-classes of classes as is depicted by Figure 3.

![Figure 3: A class hierarchy example](image)

As it can be seen, previous figure is a class hierarchy example using the Figure 2 components. The upper class is ‘Thing’ that has a sub-class named ‘Workstation’, which in turn has four sub-classes; ‘Cylinder’, ‘Sensor’, ‘Valve’, and ‘Button’.
2.1.3.5 Defining relations/properties of classes
Fourthly, the relation between classes must be defined. In this step, the objects get the description of their connection between other objects. Note that these relations are adopted by instances, so that in Figure 2 it can be seen properties as ‘isActivatedBy’ which indicates that ‘Workstation1’ is activated by button ‘start’.

2.1.3.6 Defining additional properties for defined properties
Once relations of classes are defined, the properties or characteristics of those relations must be defined. There are several additional properties that can be defined as domain, range, functional, or inverse. The declaration of these properties is defined in the tool used for modelling a system by ontologies.

2.1.3.7 Creating instances/individuals
The seventh step indicated by [34] is to create the instances. Once again, instances are real elements that belong to an object. This is the last step of the methodology because once all the system is coherent and the classes are well hierarchized and related are able to accept instances for modelling a real use case. In Figure 2 it can be seen how individuals are defined on classes as ‘Stop’ on ‘Button’ or ‘VUVG’ on ‘Valve’ which composes a real scenario through the defined object composition. Note that, once the instances are defined, the steps related to properties for classes must be done again but for defining the relations between individuals, named as ‘Data Type properties’, explained in [33].

2.1.3.8 Next steps
Once the steps are accomplished, the result is a modelled system by ontology. From the last step, the objective is to enrich the ontology with all the use case instances and test real situations. This task will for sure force the definition of new relations and/or even a restructuring of the class hierarchy.

This process of ontology improvement can help developers to minimize the amount of classes and avoiding redundancy on modelled systems among other problems that a modelled system can have.

Summing up this section, it has been demonstrated the importance of following a methodology for developing ontologies. As it is remembered on [34], there is no one ‘correct’ manner to design ontologies but this general steps are the basics to achieve a satisfactory result, and it has been the way to go on the performance of ontologies on this thesis work.

2.1.4. Ontology languages

Throughout ontology evolution different types of ontology languages have been performed due to the high develop of ontologies application on Software Engineering (SE), AI, and semantic web. This produces a large amount of choices to use for ontology definition and several ontology languages reviews are done as in [35], which presents a classification and main features of existing frequently used languages. The decision of
the ontology language is a crucial task because of the differences between language
types. This does not mean only differences of semantics, but also means that there are
languages that have support tools to implement them as OWL in Protégé. As it can be
seen in this document, the performed ontologies on this thesis work are described by
OWL.

2.1.4.1 OWL

OWL is a semantic markup language derived from the combination of the Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Agent Markup Language and Ontology
Inference Layer (DAML+OIL) and it is a language based on XML, XML Schema, RDF
and RDF Schema (RDFS). OWL is used for ontology definition and is a recommenda-
tion of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). OWL is divided in three layers; OWL
Full, OWL DL, and OWL Lite, as it is explained in [31], discussed in [23], and depicted
by following Figure 4:

![Figure 4: OWL layers](image)

From bottom to top of Figure 4 and following the description given in [31], OWL
Lite is an extension of RDFS and is meant to be used by developers that needs to design
basic taxonomies with simple constraints due to be composed for the most general fea-
tures of OWL. Secondly, OWL DL is composed by the entire OWL terminology, de-
scribed on [18]. Thirdly, OWL Full is the higher part of the OWL layer distribution
since it allows more flexibility than OWL DL because allows more primitives as it is
described on [31].

The description of OWL is fully covered and revised in [18]. In addition, an analysis
of this language and others is described on [31]. Note that there are other languages for
ontology development as the use of the Unified Modelling Language (UML) [36] be-
cause it is widely used on academic and industry fields. The main reason for working
with OWL instead of UML on this thesis work is because UML is a modelling language
for object oriented software artifacts; meanwhile, OWL is a notation for KR which is
the precise modelling language type that is required by this work implementation. Note
that besides this explanation, the support tool decided to use for the performance of on-
tologies in this thesis work has been Protégé and this tool permits the user to develop
ontologies in RDF/OWL format.
2.1.5. **Protégé**

As it has been stated by previous sections, Protégé is the support tool used for the ontologies definition in this thesis work. Protégé is an open source ontology editor and a KB framework [37] and was developed by the Stanford Center for Biomedical Informatics Research (BMIR) at the Stanford University School of Medicine. Protégé project webpage offer a large amount of manuals and tutorials for designing ontologies by using this tool and latest version can be freely downloaded.

Note that implemented ontologies of this thesis work have been done by Protégé 4.3 that is the actual version of this tool. Besides Protégé project documentation [33] is a useful manual for learning how to use Protégé 4 and to understand OWL language implementation within this tool.

2.1.6. **Reasoning of ontologies**

As it is explained on this documentation, ontologies are developed to be a KR language. This means that ontologies must be used for reasoning the knowledge that it is described by the defined information. For that reason, there is a need to have something capable to reason the data provided by an ontology.

A reasoner is an entity that is able to give logical results by asserting rules or axioms to an ontology. Reasoners are also known as reasoning and/or rule engines. There are many different semantic reasoners and each one have different features [38]. Then, reasoning engines can be differentiated by OWL DL entailment, support of expressivity for reasoning, availability of reasoning algorithm and ontology consistency checking among other features [38].

This thesis work has used Pellet for reasoning the implementation performed on Protégé 4.2. The results given by a reasoner are descriptive but one of the problems that have to be faced is the managing of the resulting data. This thesis work is done in connection with another project as it is explained on [40] in which an interface manages the data retrieved by the reasoner.

2.1.6.1  **First-Order Logic**

First-Order Logic (FOL) is a formal system with a powerful expressiveness used in computer science for representing semantics and reasoning. The automated reasoning is a nowadays demand and [41] discusses this fact and presents how to implement FOL.

FOL syntax is composed for seven basic elements; constants, predicates, functions, variables, connectives, the equality and quantifiers. Within these elements, atomic and complex sentences can be defined and its veracity or falsity respect to a model can be determined.

2.1.7. **Query definition**

Queries can be determined as expressions defined by following a semantic specification of a Query Language (QL), which are understandable by a reasoner so it can reply by
giving a coherent result with the ontology description. Thereby, a QL is a language used
to express queries for reasoning and achieving a result based on the knowledge information contained by the ontology.

2.1.7.1 SPARQL
The most used QL for querying RDF-based ontologies is the Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [39]. The queries defined within SPARQL consist in triple patterns permitting the reasoning of the ontologies.

SPARQL-DL can be defined as an extension to SPARQL according to [25] and it offers more expressiveness than SPARQL. In addition, note that SPARQL Update [42] is another QL defined as a companion language to SPARQL. With the objective to show the structure of a simple SPARQL-based query, valid also for SPARQL-DL and SPARQL Update, Figure 5 shows a basic query:

```
SELECT ?subject ?predicate ?object
WHERE
{
?subject ?predicate ?object
}
```

Figure 5: SPARQL basic query example

The query presented on Figure 5 shows an example of query which determines all the existing triples in any OWL ontology. This means that, within the presented query, a reasoner is capable to find all the possible triples of the ontology and gives a resulting table composed by three columns: ‘subject’, ‘predicate’, and ‘object’ which shows the relations between all the ontology components. Table 2 shows a possible resulting table of the Figure 2 use case with the Figure 5 query. Note that this is an example and the use case could have more defined matches that do not appear on the table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>predicate</th>
<th>object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WorkStation1</td>
<td>hasCylinder</td>
<td>Pneumatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkStation1</td>
<td>isStoppedBy</td>
<td>Stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkStation1</td>
<td>hasSensor</td>
<td>Proximity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkStation2</td>
<td>hasSensor</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkStation2</td>
<td>isActivatedBy</td>
<td>Start</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkStation2</td>
<td>hasValve</td>
<td>VUVG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Possible resulting table by querying a use case

Moreover, there are so many possibilities by querying as, for instance, bounding the previous explained results, by using a RDF primitives instead of ‘predicate’ variables. Then, the resulting table only is composed by matches that confirm the used primitive as a property between ‘subject’ and ‘object’. An example of a RDF primitive use by defining first a “PREFIX” is depicted in following Figure 6.
Hence, using the query presented on Figure 6, the resulting table is composed by two columns in which each ‘object’ is defined as a lower class of a ‘subject’. Note that the functions of the primitives can be also checked on the ‘PREFIX’ URL. In this case, as it is explained, ‘subClassOf’ expresses that the subject is a subclass of a class. Then, Table 3 shows a possible resulting table of the Figure 2 use case with the Figure 6 query. Note that this is an example and the complete use case could have more defined matches that do not appear on the table.

Table 3: Another possible resulting table by querying a use case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>subject</th>
<th>object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workstation</td>
<td>Thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valve</td>
<td>Workstation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, special patterns as ‘FILTER’ used for filtering results, ‘DISTINCT’ distinguishing between duplicated results, or ‘LIMIT’ for delimiting the number of results, can be utilized and [39] gives a complete list of all the possible uses on SPARQL. The use of these patterns allows developers to do more complex queries for reasoning modelled systems. Note that SPARQL is the QL used for reasoning the ontologies of this thesis work.

2.2. Key Performance Indicators

Effectiveness control of manufacturing systems processes is an essential study for generate better production outcomes. In 1960, Seiichi Nakajima developed a hierarchy of metrics called Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) for evaluating the quality of manufacturing operations. Over the years, the measure of metrics has been truly important and has become an essential part of market strategies for companies.

2.2.1. The two top-level metrics

Total Effective Equipment Performance (TEEP) is a measurement used for reporting the performance of a system. In fact, in [43] it is explained that TEEP and OEE form the
two top-level metrics that indicate the efficiently use of facilities, time and material of manufacturing operations. Then, while OEE evaluates the realization of a manufacturing unit, TEEP measures the effectiveness of OEE against time, i.e. hours per day.

### 2.2.1.1 OEE and TEEP calculations

In addition, four types of measurements compose the four underlying metrics that indicates the gap between OEE and TEEP [43]. These metrics are; loading, availability, performance, and quality.

Firstly, loading is a part of the TEEP metric which represents in percentage the calendar time that, in reality, is scheduled by the operation doing a comparison between the scheduled time and the calendar time, as it is defined by (2). Secondly, availability is a part of the OEE metric which represents the uptime of the operation, comparing its available time with the scheduled time, as it is described by (3). Thirdly, performance is a part of OEE metric that represents the percentage of the working speed, by doing a comparison the actual rate between the standard rate of operation, as it is presented by (4). Fourthly, quality is a part of OEE metric that represents the percentage of well-produced units, comparing the successfully processed units with the started units, as it is shown by (5).

\[
\text{Loading} = \frac{\text{Scheduled Time}}{\text{Calendar Time}} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\text{Availability} = \frac{\text{Available Time}}{\text{Scheduled Time}} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{Performance} = \frac{\text{Actual Rate}}{\text{Standard Rate}} \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{Quality} = \frac{\text{Good Units}}{\text{Units Started}} \quad (5)
\]

As it is explained previously, the four underlying metrics are parts of OEE and TEEP because these top-level metrics are calculated with their values as it is demonstrated on the following calculations (6) and (7).

\[
\text{OEE} = \text{Availability} \times \text{Performance} \times \text{Quality} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\text{TEEP} = \text{loading} \times \text{OEE} \quad (7)
\]

### 2.2.2. KPI definition and relevance in manufacturing systems

KPI is a variable used to evaluate the success in manufacturing processes. Companies utilize sets of KPIs for analysing, tracking and evaluating different operations. Moreover, KPI is how OEE measurement is commonly used; consequently KPI can be also defined as a success indicator of a system.
The magnitude of controlling KPIs in manufacturing systems lies in the connection that exists between different layers of an Enterprise System (ES). This means that an indicator that is important on the business level of an ES can depend of another which comes from a machine operation in the shop floor. These dependencies between KPIs appear in large amount of situations through systems.

Thereby, organizations invest hugely on controlling KPIs and defining new indicators to improve manufacturing systems and upgrade processes and equipment to achieve a better production, hence better earnings for the companies.

By visual management and with the objective of tracking processes operation for production lines, [44] presents how several KPIs can be displayed reporting critical information of the system processes in real-time. In addition, seven production KPIs as common indicators used by organizations are presented on [44]. These KPIs are; count, reject ratio, rate, target, stroke time, OEE, and downtime. Then, note that there is a wide variety of KPIs that can be used for evaluating and tracking any manufacturing system.

### 2.2.2.1 Managing KPIs in manufacturing systems

By the previous introduction about KPI relevance and the description of OEE and TEEP calculations, it can be guessed that there is a huge quantity of KPIs that are used for evaluating manufacturing processes. Definitely, lots of indicators can be treated because of the large amount of operations that are performed in production lines processes and, also, for the commented relation that KPIs can have between levels of an ES.

Next sub-sections show how, due to the large amount of KPI that can be defined in manufacturing systems, the use of standards as ISA-95 [6, 7, 8, and 9] is recommended for generalize the process and reduce effort of KPI definition.

### 2.2.3. ISA-95 Standard

ISA-95 is a standard developed by an ISA Committee of volunteer experts, divided on parts described in [6, 7, 8, and 9], performed to provide guidance to developers for the implementation on ES. Then, as it is explained in [45], ISA-95 describes a complete functional model for enterprise control use.

The ISA-95 parts can be grouped in three main areas [46], which are listed below and depicted on Figure 7.

- Composed by first, second and fifth part, the first area is formed by exchange information models between business logistics systems and manufacturing operations systems.
- Composed by third part, the second area is formed by activity models in manufacturing operation systems
- Finally, composed by fourth and sixth part, the third area is formed by exchange information models with manufacturing operations systems.
Then, in the first area, ISA-95 is commonly known as a multi-layer stack in which a hierarchy of ES activities is described. In fact, the ISA-95 levels are shown in following Figure 8. Note that this corresponds to the first, second and fifth parts because depicts the integration of business of manufacturing systems [46]. Note that in previous Figure 8 the description of each layer is added at the right side of each level.

The second area of ISA-95 defines the activities that occur in Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM) [46]. Figure 9 depicts the production elements of ISA-95.
Figure 9: ISA-95 production elements [45]

Note that without going out from the scope of this thesis, the KPI management and metric calculation is a work process segment defined in part 4 of ISA-95 which is included in the Production Performance Analysis depicted in Figure 9 and shown in [46].

2.2.3.1 ISA-95-based operations and KPI metrics

As it is explained through this section, KPIs are used for evaluate the production performance of a manufacturing system and the ISA-95 standard is used for provide guidance to developers for the implementation on ES. Then, matching this two statements, [47] explains using ISA-95 standard a KPI description and analysis for its aggregation on service supply chain models.

This thesis work has used the implementation of some ISA-95-based KPIs described on the Table 4, which information can be found in table 3 of [47].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>KPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Order Fulfilment</strong></td>
<td>Actual production rate as a percentage of the maximum capable production rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of lots or jobs expedited by bumping other lots or jobs from schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production and test equipment set-up time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Production schedules met (percentage of time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual versus planned volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asset Utilization</strong></td>
<td>Average machine availability rate or machine uptime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of tools that fail certification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hours lost due to equipment downtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cumulative count of machine breakdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality</strong></td>
<td>Major component first-pass yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First product, first pass quality yield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reject or return rate on finished products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reject-rate reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rework-repair hours compared to direct mfg. hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scrap and rework as a percentage of sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scrap and rework percentage reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rework and repair labor cost compared to total manufacturing labor cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of process changes per operation due to errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of training days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yield improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personnel</strong></td>
<td>Percentage increase in output per employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage unplanned overtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safety and Security incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of operators with expired certifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Productivity</strong></td>
<td>Percentage of assembly steps automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage reduction in manufacturing cycle time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Productivity: units per labor hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engineering</strong></td>
<td>HMI data entry count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of alarm reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material</strong></td>
<td>Time line is down due to sub-assembly shortage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count of supplier shortages per period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material consumption variances from standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planning</strong></td>
<td>Percentage reduction in component lot sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing cycle time for a typical product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it can be seen in previous Table 4, KPIs are classified by category which allows developers to differentiate between distinct metric types to define them on the right ES level. This means, that not all the KPIs are analysed on same levels of a system. For instance, the ‘units per labor hour’ KPI is categorized as ‘productivity’ metric and is analysed on the shop floor, meanwhile a ‘time required to incorporate engineering changes’ KPI is categorized as a ‘planning’ metric and is analysed on the ISA-95 MOM level.

Note that due to the above explanation it could be interesting and highly useful an ontology KPI hierarchy model describing the connections and dependencies of KPIs through different levels of an ES. In fact, this one conclusion of this thesis work and it is purposed and discussed in the “Further work” section of this documentation.

2.2.4. B2MML

The Business to Manufacturing Markup Language (B2MML), developed by the World Batch Forum (WFB), is an XML-based implementation of the ISA-95 standards family. B2MML is composed by a set of XML schemas which permits the data models implementation in ISA-95 [48].

Nowadays, B2MML is widely used by industry organizations for the business logics system integration as, for instance, in Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) integration. The reason of B2MML use by the community has been caused due to be a complete implementation of ISA-95 and, as it is explained in previous sections, because this standard offers a large amount of advantages for system integration on manufacturing systems.

The WFB, in combination with MESA International, supports freely documentation and XML schemas information of B2MML [49]. Some examples of B2MML implementation by using supported descriptions and schemas by [49] are presented in [50, and 46]. In fact, [45] uses a procedure for implementing B2MML with a developed tool consisting, if needed, in applying the required modifications to the cited XML schemas supported by WBF for the use case in which is going to be used, and fill the schema elements and attributes with the values of, in this case, the manufacturing system.

2.2.4.1 B2MML use from ontologies

The implementation presented on this thesis work does not present any B2MML integration because is not the proposed topic and, mainly, because B2MML is implemented from UML models. On the other hand, it has been important to research about B2MML utilizations for further implementations. In fact, a possible manner of working with B2MML from ontologies has been found due to the existence of several transformation tools as the one presented in [51]. These tools allow the transformation of OWL models to UML models.

OWL2XMI is a Java project which facilitates the creation of UML classes from OWL ontologies [51]. However, this project has some limitations because, since OWL is a more descriptive model than UML, the transformation cannot be totally possible.
Beside these limitations, this tool performs the transformation of an OWL file to an XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) file that can be imported by UML tools as, for instance, ArgoUML open source [52].

2.3. IEC-61499

The IEC-61499 is a component-based international standard used for modelling distributed systems and AS [53], since its architecture [54] offers multiple solutions for the actual industrial control systems challenges. Note that this standard is the successor to IEC-61131.

The need of developing the IEC-61499 standard was caused by the evolution of autonomously and intelligence of devices that are integrated on current AS. This means that actual industrial control systems are forced to manage large amount of data flow among system components and within IEC-61499 a model of the information stream between devices is feasible. Then, it can be stated that the main reason for design distributed AS by IEC-61499 is because is a solvent standard for describe the entire system, including its business control logics and the interactions that success on it [55].

This section discusses how IEC-61499 performs a model of AS, describing the main components and functionality of the standard. In addition, an IEC-61499-based implementation is presented since this thesis work development has been done to deliver information and support this application. Note that [53] is a recommended literature for a complete description of IEC-61499 models and concepts.

2.3.1. FB representation

The main design component of IEC-61499 is a FB that encapsulates business logic permitting a modular solution for distributed systems modelling. Following the basic concepts explanation of IEC-61499 described in [1], this standard is event-driven, which means that the FB invocation is based on events. Thereby, the data flow advances through the model depending on the succession of events. The FB structure and characteristics, as the cited event driven functionality, are presented by following Figure 10.
Once the characteristics of a basic FB are shown, Figure 11 depicts the execution order by numbered timing phases and Table 5 specifies the task being performed in each time.
Table 5: Timing phases of the execution model for basic Function Blocks [53]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Incoming values from other FBs are waits at the FB inputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Input values associated event arrives to event input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The execution control of the FB indicates to the Scheduling Function the arrival of input values and that it is prepared for its algorithm execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>After loading and performance of resource characteristics, the algorithm of the FB is started by the Scheduling Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Input values and, if needed, internally stored values are processed by the algorithm for the creation of output values written to the FB outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The execution is completed by the algorithm so the Scheduling Function is informed that waiting output values are prepared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Scheduling Function invokes the FB execution control to generate an output event, which depends on the arrived input events and the execution control state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The execution control creates an output event at the FB output event interface. Downstream FB uses the generated event to indicate that the output values generated by this FB can be used</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that FBs can be implemented as software and/or hardware so that a Function Block Instance (FBI) can be understood also as an industrial control system service. By applying this statement, large amount of data integration projects can also be performed. For exemplify this type of IEC-61499-based integrations, [56] presents an utilization of the standard for semantic description to automation objects for automatic discovery of FBs and composition of applications.

Obviously, a single FB which follows the features described by previous figures is just a part of an integration for accomplish goals of the cited projects. Next section describes how, by the performance of compositions, those solutions can be achieved.

### 2.3.2. Composition of FBs

IEC-61499 offers the Composite Function Block (CFB) as an upper FB level which contains several FBs that perform a sub-task. This means that CFBs allow the encapsulation of processes or complex functions. In other words, [53] describes that the internal behaviour of a Composition FB (CFB) is performed by a FBN, which is a network formed by FBIs. By using composition of FBs, manufacturing systems applications as a lifter control of a two level conveyor line described in [57] can be modelled. Then, the FBN must define also the data and event connections for the stream of data between FBIs. A possible structure of a FBN composed by FBs is depicted in following Figure 12, which shows a Function Block Diagram (FBD) with the required connections between FBIs for a conveyor test station.
Note that this review of IEC-61499 is only describing the general concepts and structures for the implementation of this standard. This means that for understanding the functionality of the previous FBD, shown in Figure 12, it is recommended to consult the referenced literature [53] in where the specifications of the use case are explained.

Concluding, by the use of FBNs and its encapsulation into CFBs, the reusability of components is increased permitting re-configurability of model systems reducing the extension of implementations [58]. However, as is discussed on [58], there is not any semantic description defined on the CFBs. This is a drawback of the standard because it would permit to infer whether FB is compatible by their role or behaviour with other FBs. This type of semantic description is offered by Choreography Description Languages (CDL) as the Web Service CDL (WS-CDL) [59].

2.3.2.1 Choreography on manufacturing systems

In manufacturing systems, the modelling of service compositions is a need because of the large amount of participants for data exchange in a system. In fact, in actual Web Service (WS) integration in manufacturing systems, architectures for describing networks are getting complex and needs control.

The objectives of CDL are to describe the interactions that success between services and do it by performing a decentralized architecture. Firstly, each participant must have a definition of its features as role, type, behaviour. Secondly, the exchange of information is decentralized, meaning that the exchange of information is performed without an orchestrator as a controller, as it happens by using Business Process Execution Lan-
guage (BPEL), or following a predefined event-driven data flow as happens in IEC-61499 implementations.

In fact, the choreography architecture is possible due to the description of CDL since with it, the participants of a, for instance, WS composition have established their connections with other services of the network, message types, sources, destinations, roles, even descriptions that specifies its behaviours. However, CDL are not execution languages so they need tools support to perform its powerful descriptive capability [58].


3. METHODOLOGY APPROACH

This section describes the selection of technologies and processes for the design of the ontological approach implemented in this thesis work. Therefore, the reasons for the utilization of, for example, concrete tools and languages are explained. In addition, in order to confine the ontological approach scope utilization, this section summarizes and exemplifies the architecture of a system using the ontological approach.

3.1. Manufacturing systems modelling system selection

According to the “Introduction” and “Theoretical background” sections, KR languages are being used on current manufacturing systems integrations by using ontologies, allowing the implementation of AI for automated reconfigurability, flexibility, and discovering of new system devices, among other benefits.

Then, as it is also introduced by the thesis title, ontologies have been selected for modelling the tested manufacturing system case on this work. After a research in ongoing trends of modelling systems, and the performance review of cited projects along this thesis documentation, the procedures and implementation styles of ontologies have been studied as they are described on “Ontologies” section.

RDF, RDFS and OWL are standards used for system representation and exchange of data on, for instance, manufacturing system integrations. For this thesis work, OWL has been the decided language for being used due to its strengths as; support for information integration, separation of syntax from data modelling, support for inference engines as Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL) and SPARQL, and flexible representation between others presented on [40] and [60].

3.1.1. Support tool for OWL

Once the OWL use has been decided, an ontology editor to support the ontology language implementation must be selected. As it is announced on “Protégé” section, the determined tool to be used for supporting the required system modelling of this thesis work has been Protégé.

In fact, the presented implementation has been done with the last release on April 2013, which is Protégé 4.3 available on [37]. Protégé is an open-source platform that is capable to support the modelling system process and knowledge-based ontology applications, allowing managing ontologies and the visualization of its structure.
In fact, Protégé includes an OWL editor which permits the creation of semantic web ontologies, especially OWL, making this platform a right choice for the modelling of manufacturing systems by ontologies.

In addition, the required ontology reasoning has been decided to be performed with SPARQL queries since this is the right QL for query OWL ontologies as it is explained in “SPARQL” section and that is a language also supported by Protégé platform.

### 3.2. ISA-95 based implementation

According to the “ISA-95 Standard” section, ISA-95 standard has been performed to provide guidance to developers for the implementation on ES. In fact, manufacturing systems can be modelled within this standard following the UML diagrams that are defined by the standard as is described and presented, for instance, in [45].

Then, it can be seen that a specific terms are used for the description of models. As it is explained in the “Ontologies” section, the design of ontologies requires the definition of taxonomies for different domains.

This means that, by linking ontologies and the ISA-95 standard, an efficient option for modelling a production system is to design production ontologies using the ISA-95 taxonomy. This usage reduces the effort of developers to create new terminology for systems description and, also, makes the system understandable for other integration parts of the system and users that utilizes the same standard.

### 3.3. Required ontologies for thesis work objectives

Once the technologies for modelling manufacturing systems have been selected, the needed ontologies must be decided. According to the thesis work objectives and the problem statement explanation, two different domain ontologies have to be designed.

Meanwhile the Manufacturing System Ontology (MSO) is a generic model for shop floor integrations, which describes the supply chain model of a production system and has a description of KPI calculation following ISA-95 standard; the Configuration FBN Ontology (CFBNO) is a generic model, which describes the required configuration needed KPI calculation performance by the IEC-61499-based interface application presented on “IEC-61499-based function block network application” section.

For sketching the information that MSO and CFBNO needs to describe, following Figure 13 shows the ontologies and their information. In addition, note that the ontologies are based on concepts and requirements of PLANTCockpit project as it is described in this section and stated as a duty of this thesis work implementation in “Assumptions and limitations” section.
On one hand, the MSO describes the manufacturing system and categorizes KPIs following the ISA-95 standard and describes the formulas for KPI calculation. On the other hand, the CFBNO describes the required adapters for retrieving the information model of system components and defines the FBIs configuration and the message types for the configuration of the FBN.

Note that these ontologies are defined as different domain ontologies because they have different application tasks, and usage. Besides this variance of scope, they are used for achieving a common goal which is the FBN configuration for KPI calculation. For this reason, there is the need of interoperability between MSO and CFBNO, being a critical characteristic of the performed implementation in this thesis work.

**3.3.1. Interoperability between ontologies**

The interoperability between ontologies is understood as the cooperation of both KR systems. This characteristic of the ontological approach is fundamental for communicating the required data to a FBN Interface (FBNI) for configuring the FBN of a manufacturing system for KPI calculation. Therefore, a connection strategy for performing the critical link between ontologies it has to be found.

The wide variety of devices on current manufacturing systems causes the complexity of data exchange due to the diversity of protocols of each component. Adapters are elements of integration systems that allow managing the information model and incoming message types from devices.

Meanwhile the components of production systems represented by MSO produce values that are used by KPI formulas; the adapters represented by CFBNO manage the components information model. This means that the data represented in both ontologies can be used as the link for its interoperability.

Then, it has been concluded that, taking the advantage of the ISA-95 standard use of both ontologies, each ontology data can be reasoned independently but linked with other ontology data because of the use of same taxonomy. This connection is depicted by following Figure 14. Note that this representation does not cover all the ontologies content, since is just an example for explaining the interoperability.
The conceptual representation of previous Figure 14 shows that the interoperability between MSO and CFBNO can be performed through ISA-95 standard. This means that, for a MSO example, a value which is retrieved from a work cell that is used by a KPI formula can be defined with a source type that exists in the ISA-95 description. In parallel to this definition, in CFBNO, it can be stated that certain adapter manages that type of source defined in the standard. Hence, the reasoner will understand that the value retrieved from certain component that is needed for a KPI formula, is the same that is manipulated by the adapter.

This interoperability is needed because one of the objectives of this thesis work is to separate the production knowledge and the system data integration knowledge of an ES. By doing this division, a shop floor process expert does not have to be an expert of system data integration and vice versa. Then, the integration of the whole system can be performed by different users working separately, which means that reduces the complexity of integration since each expert supports to the system its knowledge. This division of efforts is depicted by following Figure 15.
Figure 15: Required domains of experts for defining the ontological approach

Then, it is represented that both experts work on the same integration by doing different tasks for a common goal. Thus, the interoperability depicted on Figure 14 can be achieved, as an example, by the simple situation shown in Figure 15. Note that, obviously, the figure only lists the most important concepts that the experts must know to do this integration possible. In addition, note that both ontology developers have to know about ISA-95 since at the time of designing the ontologies, the standard has to be used to be the link between MSO and CFBNO as it is explained before.

Once the ontologies are prepared, they must be used for developing the FBN. Thereby, the reasoning is presented below as the last stage needed for the configuration and performance of the FBN for KPI calculation.

3.3.2. Reasoning

In this stage of the implementation technology and process description, the architecture of the system is almost entirely presented. In fact, it has been also advanced previously that, for reasoning, this ontological approach has implemented SPARQL queries. This QL can be used by any reasoner supported by Protégé 4.3 for the reasoning of ontologies.

Then, within the reasoning, MSO and CFBNO are queried for retrieving the data required for the FBN performance. In fact, this reasoning is used of an external application, the FBNI, which is described in the following section for developing the FBN for KPI configuration.

3.4. IEC-61499-based function block network application

Once the use of a FBNI for the data integration is described, an IEC-61499-based FBN application is briefly described. In fact, the implementation of this thesis work is used for the configuration of FBNs through this application. Then, the ontology approach must support the data required for the IEC-61499-based application to achieve the FBN for KPI calculation performance, which is the main objective of this thesis work.

As it has been explained in the “IEC-61499” section, FBs can be implemented as software and/or hardware and, a composition of them, can perform a model of an industrial control system. One of the objectives of the PLANTCockpit EC project [11] is the
support of semantic configuration within ontologies. A Function Block Engine Configurator (FBEC) is presented in [40] as a semantic integration application used for performing required FBNs for configuring manufacturing systems. The implemented ontological approach must be usable by this FBEC.

3.4.1. Function block engine configurator

The following presentation of a FBEC has two main objectives for the methodology of the thesis work. On the one hand, it is demonstrated that the representation of IEC-61499-based implementation for FB compositions and its application in manufacturing systems by using ontological approaches is successfully possible. This means that this implementation can be a powerful approach used for reducing cost and time of data integration efforts. On the other hand, as a presented tool on this methodology approach, it is shown a real application under evaluation that uses the implementation of this thesis work reflecting the value of developed work.

As it has been introduced, a FBEC is developed for configuring and visualizing FBNs for manufacturing systems. A desired result for this thesis work implementation by using the FBEC is depicted by following Figure 16.

As it can be seen, Figure 16 shows a basic FBN model correctly generated by the FBEC which performs a scenario consisting in a decentralized interaction between three FBIs named as: ‘ProdPlan’, ‘DPWS_WS’, and ‘dataCalc’, which are, respectively, instances of an excel adapter, Devices Profile for Web Services (DPWS) adapter and data calculator FB for, in this implementation use, KPI calculation. Note that the required data as the names of each FBI, its configuration types, or message types, are given by the ontological approach, which means that the composition depicts real components of a modelled manufacturing system.

Thereby, Figure 16 depicts a possible representation by using the implementation of this thesis work, presented and discussed in following sections. This means that the on-
tological approach, described in this documentation, is meant to give the required knowledge to the FBEC that, being inferred, is utilized for representing useful FBNs for KPI calculation and modelling of manufacturing systems.

Note that Figure 16 only shows FBI interconnections in a composition performed by the presented FBEC, which means that this visualization does not present the required data management and integration for the FBN performance. One of the main problems for these connections is the variety of protocols that adapters of different manufacturing system devices use. Thus, the generated routes that connect different adapter FB instances with FBs must be manipulated for transforming adapter FB instances outcoming data for doing it understandable for the FB target. As it is explained on [40], the Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) is done for FB routing proposes. This is another feature that nowadays data integration implementations must face. These transformations are not controlled by the ontological approach since they are done by another mapper tool. However, this tool needs the support of ontologies because it needs the FB instances configuration and message types. For understanding the role of the described FBEC and this transformation tool, the following section depicts the entire architecture in where this thesis work is applicable.

Hence, one of the important values of the presented thesis work relies in the critical assistance that the ontological approach supports to the FBEC to be able to realize configuration compositions, not only modelling the system from which information models of devices are retrieved, but also giving the semantic information required for doing the required tasks for configure the FBN. Thus, in following sections, the implementation for accomplish the required tasks to achieve the goal of this project is described and, then, the results are explained.

3.5. Technologies and architecture review

The objective of this section is to present the structure of the implementation performed in this thesis work. Thus, the concepts and roles of technologies are located and related in following Figure 17.

This schema depicts the realized implementation in green scale colours and, in white colour, the external tools that the ontological approach needs for achieving the objectives. Hence, the expected result and real location of the problem solved in a manufacturing system integration environment is presented.
In fact, previous Figure 17 can be separated in three phases. The first phase is the start-up of the integration which consists in adding the instances to the ontologies of the scenario in which the ontological approach is being applied. Then, the second phase is the reasoning of the ontologies for retrieving the required data, needed for the engines which perform the FBN for KPI calculation in the last phase. Finally, by the XSLT transformation and data mapping with external tools to this implementation, the scenario can be designed by and visualized by the FBEC. Note that a possible resulting visualization has been already presented in Figure 16.

Then, it has been described through previous explanations the required technologies and processes for the implementation of this thesis work. Now, for finalizing the methodology approach section, the presentation of the real scenario for testing proposes is below defined.

### 3.6. Use case definition

Obviously, for achieving the goals of this thesis work, the implementation has to be tested. This integration is meant to be applied to manufacturing systems as it has been explained through many sections of this document.

Thereby, a FESTO line, installed in the TUT Factory Automation Systems and Technologies (FAST) Laboratory [61], has been used as the manufacturing system example to be represented by ontologies and, then, evaluating results of the explained
methodology tasks. Note that the description of the FESTO line can be found on “FESTO line” section.
4. IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter is divided into two main sections. First, a briefly presentation of a FESTO line, which has been the scenario for implementing this ontological approach, is described. Afterwards, the second part of this chapter deals with the implementation of the thesis work itself, exemplifying the performance on the described FESTO line, presenting the design of the defined ontologies. Then, this chapter presents how the implementation is designed to achieve the thesis work objectives by following the described methodology approach.

4.1. FESTO line

FESTO supports different versions of MPS for didactic purposes. TUT FAST Laboratory has installed in its facilities a Multi-FMS which is a system composed by two FMS; Micro-FMS and MPS 500-FMS [62]. The combination of MPS 500-FMS and Micro-FMS is a perfect system to teaching students for analysing, controlling and understanding of communication systems. Besides this system utilization, Multi-FMS is being utilized for some research projects testing implementations as the one presented in [63], or for other thesis works implementations as the one described in [45]. Following Figure 18 shows the introduced Multi-FMS of TUT FAST Laboratory.

Figure 18: FESTO Multi-FMS on TUT FAST Laboratory facilities [61]
The Multi-FMS is divided into two FMS with a common transport system which is the connection between them for performing a complete assembly process. This main close loop conveyor is the central component of the MPS 500-FMS and has up to six working positions. These are the points in which workstations composed by one or more stations are attached.

Following Figure 19 depicts the configuration of the Multi-FMS on TUT FAST Laboratory facilities. Note that the diagram is not scaled since is just a sketch of the distribution, in which each number on the conveyor determines the corresponding working position.

![Figure 19: Multi-FMS configuration](image)

The different MPS stations attached to the transport system, represented in previous sketch by one word in its corresponding working position, and the stations which compose the Micro-FMS are briefly described by following Table 6. In addition, note that the control keyboard and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) monitoring system, shown in previous Figure 19, are software driven components for monitoring and controlling proposes of both FMS.

Note that this description corresponds to the Multi-FMS configuration installed on TUT FAST Laboratory since other configurations are possible as is presented in [62].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FMS</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro-FMS</td>
<td>Mill 105 station</td>
<td>3-axis milling machine [64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-FMS</td>
<td>Control keyboard</td>
<td>Control keyboard for define workpieces drilling programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-FMS</td>
<td>Robot station (RV-1A)</td>
<td>6-axis RV-1A Mitsubishi industrial robot with pneumatic finger grippers mounted on trolley for cylinder bodies transport along Micro-FMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-FMS</td>
<td>Parts Buffer station</td>
<td>Station with three conveyor belt buffers for supply cylinder bodies and receive assembled workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>AFB pallet transport system</td>
<td>Pallet transport system for material flow to the six working positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Distributing station</td>
<td>Start point of workpieces assembly process within a distributing magazine module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Testing station</td>
<td>Tests the colour and height of cylinder body workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Handling station</td>
<td>Transports workpieces from pallet to processing station and vice-versa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Processing station</td>
<td>Processes cylinder body workpieces by the simulation of drilling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Robot station (RV-2AJ)</td>
<td>5-axis RV-2AJ Mitsubishi industrial robot which picks up workpieces from pallets for assembly them with springs, pistons and covers. Then, it transports assembled workpieces to pallet or to the storing station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Assembling station</td>
<td>Supplies springs, pistons and covers to robot station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Storing station</td>
<td>Stores up to eighteen assembled workpieces in three storage levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPS 500-FMS</td>
<td>Warehouse station (ASRS20)</td>
<td>Automatic Storage and Retrieval System (ASRS) with twenty locations for workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-FMS</td>
<td>SCADA monitoring system</td>
<td>Computer station, with SCADA system installed, for supervising process and requesting predefined cylinder body drilling programs to Mill 105 station</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.1. Assembly process on Multi-FMS

This section describes a general assembly process performed in Multi-FMS with the objective to understand that a large amount of KPIs can be defined to be managed for efficiency control of the system. This means that the KPIs defined in the production ontology are possible in this general assembly process of the Multi-FMS.

The description of steps for a possible sequence of workpieces assembly by a Multi-FMS is described on following Table 7. Note that, at the beginning, each station is empty of workpieces less than the “Parts Buffer station” which has cylinders bodies for supply the system and the “Assembly station” that has the required material for assembly workpieces. In addition, all the system is supposed to be active, waiting for start their tasks and the pallets are flowing on the AFB transport system.

Table 7: Example of workpieces assembling sequence in Multi-FMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Parts Buffer</td>
<td>The selected conveyor by the loaded program transports the cylinder body to the end point of the conveyor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>Picks-up the cylinder and transports it into Mill 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mill 105</td>
<td>Processes the cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>Picks-up the cylinder and transports it into the distributing magazine module in distributing station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Distributing</td>
<td>It delivers a cylinder to testing station when an order is done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Tests height and colour of the cylinder and deliver it on a waiting pallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Handling</td>
<td>The incoming cylinder is transported to the processing station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>The incoming cylinder is processed returned to handling pick-up point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Handling</td>
<td>It takes the cylinder and transports it to the waiting pallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>It Picks-up the incoming cylinder and assembles it using one spring, piston and cover. Then, the delivery depends on a defined decision. In this case, black workpieces are sent to the storing station and non-black workpieces are transported to the waiting pallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Storing</td>
<td>It stores the incoming black work piece in the three storage level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ASRS20</td>
<td>It stores the incoming non-black work piece in a free location</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the behaviour of stations for performing sequences as the previously one, are programmable. This means that, for instance, Micro-FMS performs cylinders depending on the program defined by the control keyboard and loaded from the SCADA system computer to the Mill 105 station. On the other hand, MPS 500-FMS, for instance, rejects pieces in testing station depending on the loaded program into the testing station Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), in which can be specified that certain cylinders with some height or colour must be rejected, or even none of them.
Then, note that Multi-FMS offers a large amount of possible output workpieces and the KPIs will reflect the production efficiency of current performing process.

4.2. Production ontology

This section describes the implementation of the production ontology, named previously as MSO. Note that the components of the Multi-FMS which are gathered by the ontology are listed on “Appendix A” section. For more detailed information and specifications of components, the Multi-FMS manual supported by FESTO [65] contains full information of the system.

As it has been introduced in the “Methodology approach” section, Protégé 4.3 has been selected and used as the supporting tool for modelling the system. The implementation of the production ontology is presented within described screenshots of this software for analysing the modelling process and the resulting design.

4.2.1. Implementation of the production ontology

The design of the production ontology has been developed by following the process described in “Methodologies for design of ontologies” section.

Firstly, the domain of the ontology must be defined. For the defined thesis objectives, the scope of the production ontology, named previously as MSO, has to include the description of the Multi-FMS, the KPI definition and, also, the formulas of each KPI. In fact, since this domain is meant to be designed by a new ontological approach, the reuse of other ontologies has been discarded. This means that the second step of the ontology design methodology has been obviated.

Once the domain of the ontology has been described, the terminology needed for representing the manufacturing system and the additional features of the MSO have to be determined. Note that this process consists in defining the taxonomy of the modelled system by the ontology. Thus, the names of classes and relations between them are partially decided by this terminology approach. This means that, with taxonomies, the relevant terms are figured out but in the next step, that is the definition of the hierarchy of classes, new objects can be found to be needed for the ontology description. As it has been explained in Figure 14 of the “Interoperability between ontologies” section, the model follows the ISA-95 and, concretely, the source types of the production values must be defined with the standard for the interoperability of ontologies. This part of the implementation is presented in the “Interoperability between MSO and CFBNO” section of this chapter.

Then, afterwards of the terminology definition, the hierarchy of classes is designed. Following Figure 20 represents the structuration of the objects as start point before the ontology design.
Thereby, it is shown how the distribution of classes within a Venn diagram can be depicted. In fact, the ontology scope can be understood as a junction of two sub-domains linked with the ‘SourceType’ object. Meanwhile the first one, which is composed by the high level ‘Component’ object, is describing the manufacturing system from where the information model of devices is retrieved; the second one, which is composed by the high level ‘Formula’ and ‘KPI’ objects, is describing the KPIs and their corresponding formulas. Note that both sub-domains are related to the ‘SourceType’ class for its mapping with the ISA-95 description.

Once the whole concept and its structuration are presented, the resulting hierarchy of MSO classes is presented by following Figure 21, which is a screenshot of the OWL design within Protégé 4.3. Note that, by definition, a concept gathers all the classes of ontologies so that, in the previous diagram, the square that includes all the objects can be understood as the concept of the MSO. This concept is normally named as ‘Thing’ since all can be classified as a thing.
As it can be seen in previous screenshot, the interface of Protégé 4.3 allows the visualization and graphical design of ontologies. The hierarchy of MSO classes can be seen in the left side window named as ‘Class Hierarchy’ of Figure 21. In fact, the level structuration of classes can be compared with the sketch presented on Figure 20 and it can be seen that the hierarchy is respected and successfully designed.

The next MSO implementation step is the definition of object properties between classes. Following Figure 22 shows the defined object properties for this ontology.
Then, the defined properties are included in the left side window named as ‘Object property hierarchy’. As the window name indicates, the properties are also structured by levels, since a property can have associated sub-properties, but there are no cases in this implementation. Note that the utilization of some properties is shown in Figure 21 in the right side window named as ‘Description’. These definitions are needed to be done for each class for the consistency of the ontology.

The continuous step consists in adding additional properties to the already defined object properties. This can be understood by analysing the previous Figure 22, since these extra characteristics for object properties are defined in the right and central windows named as ‘Description’ and ‘Characteristics’, respectively. Note that this definition is needed to be done for each object property and the correctly definition of the characteristics of properties can be critical for the functionality of the ontology, as is described in [33] in where the possible design of properties is analysed.

Once the structuration of the ontology is done and presented, the next step is to use it for defining instances which represent the real world for the determined domain. Then, following Figure 23 depicts the definition of MSO instances in Protégé 4.3.
Then, it can be seen that the MSO instances are defined in the window named as ‘Individuals’. In addition, the adjacent window named as ‘Description’, shows in which class is included the selected individual. Note that, the set of tables included in “Appendix A” section contains all the Multi-FMS devices that are going to be defined.

Since there are sensors and actuators that have the same name, the terminology that has been used follows the logic presented on next Figure 24.

Figure 24: Logic for naming the MSO instances

As it can be seen, following this logic, while the diffuse sensors of the handling station are defined as ‘DiffuseSensorHandling_1’ and ‘DiffuseSensorHandling_2’, the same sensor type of the testing station is defined as ‘DiffuseSensorTesting’, without number because is the only one in the corresponding station. Note that the logic presented by Figure 24 is applied for the definition of Multi-FMS devices to avoid multiple instances with the same name, which is not recommendable because it would cause the inconsistency of the OWL design.

Besides this, a set of KPIs has been selected from the presented Table 4 in “ISA-95-based operations and KPI metrics” section. Following Figure 25 presents the chosen KPIs and their formulas.
Figure 25: Selected KPIs and formulas

Then, previous Figure 25 shows the metrics that have been defined in the ontology. Note that each KPI have a different formula that has to be defined by the OWL implementation. To accomplish this objective, equations have been described as a relation of notation elements, which can be seen in the hierarchy of classes presented in Figure 21.

Once the definition of instances is performed, the last step for the production ontology design is to define the ‘Data Type properties’, their characteristics and, after, add them to the generated instances. Following Figure 26 presents the defined ‘Data Type properties’.

Figure 26: MSO data type properties
It can be seen in previous screenshot that the ‘Data Type properties’ definition is similar to the ‘Object properties’ presented previously. Thus, its definition is done in the ‘Data property hierarchy’ window and the characteristics are defined in ‘Characteristics’ and ‘Description’ windows.

Finally, as it has been already introduced, the addition of these properties to the instances must be done for ending the production ontology design. Note that not all the instances have both property types because each individual is different. Following Figure 27 presents an example of properties definition for an instance in a window named as ‘Property assertions’.

![Figure 27: Example of both properties definition in the same instance](image)

As it can be seen in previous capture, an individual that belongs to the ‘Symbol’ class has defined some properties. On the one hand, the object property ‘hasDataType’ is used for describing within other individuals the type of data. Then, the data properties ‘hasValue’ and ‘hasPositionInFormula’ are used for describing its value and position in the formula, respectively.

For concluding this production ontology design presentation, following Figure 28 presents a part of the designed MSO. Protégé allows users to, meanwhile the ontology is being designed, visualize the actual status of the ontology. This is possible with the ‘OntoGraf’ window, which permits the expansion of all the components of the ontology. As it can be seen in following Figure 28, this representation is presented by boxes that include the names of the objects or instances and arrows of different colours that join them. In addition, if the link between classes and/or instances is selected, the name of the corresponding property will be shown as it is also depicted by the next capture.

This visualization is useful for the verification of the ontology. In fact, it can help not only the user to understand the ontology but also the developer for checking if, in example, all the defined instances are related to their corresponding classes.
Figure 28: Verifying the MSO design with the ‘OntoGraf’ window of Protégé

Note that previous Figure 28 only shows a part of the ontology design because of the extension that the entire ontology would occupy.

4.2. FBN configuration ontology

This section describes the implementation of the FBN configuration ontology, named previously as CFBNO. As in previous production ontology design, the process described in “Methodologies for design of ontologies” section has been used to perform this implementation.

As it has been introduced in previous section, Protégé 4.3 has been selected and used as the supporting tool for modelling the system. Then, the implementation of the FBN configuration ontology is presented within described screenshots of this software for analysing the modelling process and the resulting design.

Note that, as it has been explained in “Function block engine configurator” section, this ontology has to be functional for been used by a FBEC. Thus, some decisions of this implementation have been concluded for satisfying requirements of the configurator and for allowing the interoperability between technologies of the whole system architecture presented in Figure 17. For this reason, the presentation of the requirements of the FBEC supported by the CFBNO must be presented.
4.2.1. Requirements of the FBEC supported by the CFBNO

As it has been introduced in different sections of this thesis documentation, there are some requirements of the FBEC that must be supported by the CFBNO. Thus, this section presents briefly these needs. Hence, following Table 8 describes a list of descriptions that the CFBNO has to include. Note, once again, that these requirements are given by the ontology to be used for the FBEC as an external tool of the ontological approach of this thesis work.

Table 8: Requirements of the FBEC supported by the CFBNO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>Name of the FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON schema</td>
<td>Schema of JSON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON</td>
<td>Configuration of FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message name</td>
<td>Message type name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message type schema</td>
<td>Schema of the message types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message types</td>
<td>Message types of the FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements</td>
<td>Mapping of elements from each message types</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, the FBI needs to have a proper name for the network so that the PID is required. Then, the FB needs to be properly configured to permit the configurator to start with the performance of the FBN. Then, the configuration of the FB is required. This means that a defined JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), different for each instance, contains the information required to fill the business logic of a FB. Note that the JSON follows the schema of a defined JSON schema.

Once the required description for the FB definition is included, the information of the message types is also needed. For this reason, messages name, its type and schema must be defined. For instance, as it is shown in next section, the message types can be ‘In’ or ‘Out’. Note that these possibilities are due to the scenario performance, in where FBIs of adapters are always connected to FBIs of calculators.

Finally, the element description is required for the connection between FBs. Thus, the mapping of elements from each message type can be done. Note that, the connection between FBs is achieved by XSLT transformation of original messages. The resulting new messages are the final ones that are connected with the FB destination. Note that the generation of XSLT scripts define the mapping and transformation from different information models. For depicting the connection result by XSLT transformation, following Figure 29 represents a conceptual resulting scenario in which an adapter type FBI and another FBI are connected.

Note that this mapping and transformation are directly related to the interoperability with ontologies and the utilization of ISA-95 within B2MML schemas. Note that the mapping and transformation used by the FBEC is done by another tool, working for the whole implementation architecture presented in previous Figure 17.
4.2.2. Implementation of the CFBNO

Once the requirements by external tools of this ontological approach have been described, the implementation of the CFBNO can be understood. Note that this section follows the same structure of “Implementation of the production ontology” because it is being presented an ontology implementation using Protégé following the same methodology. Thus, the descriptions about the process and decisions for implementing the CFBNO follow the same concepts described for the MSO.

Firstly, the domain of the CFBNO has to be defined following the stated thesis work objectives for the ontology description. Then, the final scope of the CFBNO is the description of the configuration required for developing a FBN.

Once the domain of the CFBNO has been decided, the terminology required for describing the concept, classes, properties and instances, must be described. Obviously, the taxonomy is composed of the related terms that are coincident with the MSO for the interoperability between ontologies. Besides this restriction, there is more terminology to be defined as the name of FB, adapters, and configuration classes. For this reason, and following the same methodology of the MSO implementation, the following Figure 30 depicts within a Venn diagram the classes of the CFBNO.
Previous Venn diagram presents the terminology and distribution of CFBNO classes. In fact, the structuration of the classes can be divided in four groups. The first one is composed by the upper level ‘FunctionBlockType’ and ‘FunctionBlockInstance’ objects in which the names and types of FBs are described. Secondly, the classes ‘ConfigurationInstance’ and ‘ConfigurationType’ are made for the description of the FB configuration. Thirdly, the ‘Operation’ class describe the operations that can be managed by certain FB. Finally, the object named as ‘MessageType’ describes the message types and their composition. In fact, some of these objects are related with the requirements explained in “Requirements of the FBEC supported by the CFBNO” section because, for instance, the classes ‘ConfigurationInstance’ and ‘ConfigurationType’ are for defining the JSON and JSON schema, respectively. Note that this definitions are part of the implementation specific of PLANTCockpit.

Note that previous Figure 30 shows classes that are equally named. This fact of the design can be easily understood by the explanations in following “Interoperability between MSO and CFBNO” section. Basically, the classes that are equally described in both ontologies allow the connection of MSO and CFBNO through these objects.

Afterwards of the terminology definition, the previously presented Venn diagram sketch allows the visualization of the hierarchy of classes that needs to be designed. The final level structuration of classes implemented in Protégé can be seen in following Figure 31.

![Figure 31: CFBNO class hierarchy](image)

Then, as it can be seen, the class hierarchy of CFBNO has been successfully implemented on Protégé. For instance, Figure 31 shows the description of the ‘AdapterType’ class in which it is described its higher class and the instances that are defined of this
class type. Note that the design of instances is an advanced step of the methodology so it is explained further in this section.

The following step of the design process is to define the object properties between classes. The resulting object properties of the CFBNO are presented by a capture of Protégé in following Figure 32.

![CFBNO object properties](image)

Figure 32: CFBNO object properties

Hence, the object properties are shown in the left of the capture. Note that there are not sub-properties of defined properties as it has been also implemented in MSO because there are not required cases for both ontologies. In addition, as an example, it can be seen that the object property ‘itsFunctionBlockInstance’ is selected so its description is shown in the right part of the capture. In fact, this description depicts the next step of the methodology which is the addition of additional properties to the already defined object properties.

Then, it can be seen that this object property is a connection between ‘AdapterType’ or ‘FunctionBlockType’ and ‘FunctionBlockInstance’. The definitions of the ‘Domain’ and ‘Ranges’ characteristics are needed for define this properties direction because of satisfying the CFBNO consistency.

Now, the ontology is prepared to be filled with instances for representing the real components that are going to be used for the configuration of the FBN. The defined instances for achieving a FB composition are shown in following Figure 33. Note that the presented instances on following capture are needed for performing only one scenario, which consists in the calculation of a KPI through the connection between ‘DWPWS_WS’ and ‘ProdPlan’ as adapter type instances and a ‘dataCalc’ as FBI type.
Then, previous Figure 33 shows the CFBNO instances. As an example, an instance of the class ‘FunctionBlockInstance’ is selected. Thus, it is shown how the individual named as ‘DPWS_WS’ is an instance of a DPWS adapter type of a workstation. In addition, it can be seen that this instance is related with two instances. Firstly, it is connected with another instance named as ‘DPWS_WSOUt’ for describing its message type. Secondly, is connected with an individual named as ‘DPWS_WSConfiguration’ for describing the configuration of the FBI.

Also, previous Figure 33 shows the definition of a data property named as ‘hasPID’. The defined CFBNO data properties are presented in following Figure 34. Note that the definition of these properties is developed in the last stage of the followed methodology for ontology design [34].
It can be seen, as an example, that the data property named as ‘hasMessageSchema’ is defined as a property that can be added to ‘In’ and ‘Out’ message type instances. In addition, note that the data property type is string type.

Finally, for concluding this section, following Figure 35 presents a part of the designed CFBNO. As it has been shown also in MSO implementation, the visualization of the designed ontology can be checked with the ‘OntoGraf’ window, which permits the expansion of all the components of the ontology.

![Figure 35: Verifying the CFBNO design with the ‘OntoGraf’ window of Protégé](image)

Besides the representation of classes and instances, Figure 35 shows as an example of property between individuals the ‘itsFunctionBlockInstance’, which is connecting the adapter ‘DPWSAdapter’ instance with the ‘DPWS_WS’ FBI. Note that the capture only shows a piece of the CFBNO design due to the extension that the entire ontology would occupy.

### 4.3. Interoperability between MSO and CFBNO

Once the implementations of MSO and CFBNO have been presented, the explanation of their interoperability can be understood. Note that the interoperability between ontologies is the key of the implementation that allows MSO and CFBNO to work together to achieve the thesis work common goal. Then, this section describes how the performance of a FBN for KPI calculation through two different domain ontologies is possible.

For supporting the interoperability explanation of this section, it can be seen how Figure 36 depicts the components that must be highlighted from the ontologies implementation.
In fact, the comparison of the presented MSO and CFBNO implementations with the previous picture helps to understand the reason for some definition of classes. Note that not all the blocks, as “ISA-95 Information model”, are defined components of ontologies but allows the reader to understand the domain and interoperability of MSO and CFBNO.

The explanation of this section, for the interoperability description, begins with the interpretation of the MSO object roles for linking both ontologies. Afterwards this analysis, the same explanation for CFBNO class roles is done. Then, within these section explanations the accomplished interoperability on this thesis work implementation is finally described.

4.3.1. MSO classes description for interoperability

In the top of the MSO design of Figure 36, it can be seen how the components of the manufacturing system are linked with the ISA-95 information model. This means that the defined components of, for instance, a shop floor line follow the standard. Note that ‘Components’ is a class that could include systems described on the ISA-95 levels presented in Figure 8. The reason for using ISA-95 taxonomy is because, as it is also shown in the picture, the data models, data types and terminology will be retrieved from ISA-95 models. Note that, as it has been explained in “B2MML” section, the B2MML is composed by a set of XML schemas, allowing the data models implementation in ISA-95. Thus, B2MML can be used for the ISA-95 implementation.
On the other hand, Figure 36 shows that a KPI is associated to a formula of the ‘Formulas’ block that, at the same time, is structured in elements and operations. Meanwhile the ‘Elements’ block contain all the elements of the formulas, the ‘Operation’ block includes all the possible operations that are processed in the KPI formula.

In addition, the elements have a semantic value that is associated with the ISA-95 data types. This means that the elements of the formula have to be defined by following the semantics of the standard as the decided taxonomy. Note that this association is done in the implementation by the explained data type named ‘hasISA95Mapping’ in the instances that are defined in the class named ‘SourceType’.

4.3.2. CFBNO classes description for interoperability

In the top of the CFBNO design of Figure 36, it can be seen how the adapter and FB types have a configuration. This configuration block includes the ‘ConfigurationInstance’ and ‘ConfigurationType’ classes, in which the JSON and JSON schema are defined as it is described in the previous CFBNO implementation explanation. In addition, the picture shows that the Adapter and FB type instances are associated to message types.

Firstly, the adapter type instances are linked with the message types that can be supported by adapters in the FBN scenario. In the same way, FB type instances are also connected to message types. Note that this message types are different depending on the instance type. In fact, as the connections are always from adapters type instances to FB type instances, the message type of adapters is always ‘Out’ and the FB message types is always ‘In’, for the KPI calculation FBN scenario. Hence, note that the ‘Elements’ are associated to ‘In’ message types and ‘SourceType’ are associated to ‘Out’ message types.

Secondly, as the FB type instance has the role of calculate the KPI from the values of components by using certain operations, they are also linked with the ‘Operation’ class which is a replica of the MSO ‘Operation’ class.

4.3.3. Ontologies connection through defined classes

Now that all the classes with a role for the interoperability have been described, the ontologies connection can be explained.

Basically, the most important connection is the blue square dot connection which connects the ‘Elements’ and ‘SemanticValue’ classes with the ISA-95 retrieved information block. Hence, by doing the mapping of the semantic values of elements, the message types of each component can be reasoned. This means that the adapter type that manages this information model can be found through the system. For this reason, the description of elements within a standard is critical for this implementation since is the link of reasoning between MSO and CFBNO.
In addition, for the calculator FB type, the KPIs operations are important for solve the equations. Hence, a last link for the ontologies to working jointly, the instances of FB types, must be related with the operations of the MSO.

Then, by following this section description, the interoperability between ontologies is successfully implemented. Hence, the common goal of FBN design for KPI calculation can be performed.

### 4.4. Reasoning ontologies

Once the implementation of the ontologies and its interoperability is presented, the reasoning of MSO and CFBNO can be described. For explaining the implementation of queries in this ontological approach, this section presents a query, which is used for the reasoning, and its result. The presented example uses the patterns and style of all the used queries so that it is adequate for understanding the functionality of queries for the reasoning of MSO and CFBNO.

Note that the reasoning of the ontologies is done by a configuration support external to this ontological approach. However, the testing and query implementation has been made in Protégé through SPARQL queries. Then, when the functionality of queries have been verified, they are included in the configuration support for automating the set of queries that has to be used for retrieving all the required information for the performance of the FBN.

Following Figure 37 shows an example of query used in this implementation. In fact, the example shows a query used in the sixth step of the sequence for CFBNO reasoning.

```sparql
PREFIX ps:<http://www.plantcockpit.eu/ontologies/functionblock_network.owl#>
PREFIX rdfs:<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

SELECT ?FunctionBlockType ?FunctionBlockInstance ?PID

WHERE
{
  ?FunctionBlockType a ps:FunctionBlockType. FILTER (?FunctionBlockType = ps:DurationCalculator)
  OPTIONAL {?FunctionBlockType ps:itsFunctionBlockInstance ?FunctionBlockInstance.}
  OPTIONAL { ?FunctionBlockInstance ps:hasPID ?PID.}
}
```

**Figure 37: Query for retrieving information of a FB type**

As it can be seen in previous Figure 37, the query tries to retrieve the information of a FB type. Then, the results that are expected are the PID and the instance name of the FB type. Note that the FB type name has been added as a fixed name because this query is triggered when the configuration support already knows that this FB type is the one
from which the information must be retrieved. For understanding the sequence order and processed data in each step, the “Sequence for FBN performance” section presents the results of each reasoning step.

Once queries are implemented, Protégé allows its verification through different reasoners. In this case, the Pellet reasoner has been used. The results of the previous query for the CFBNO are presented in following Figure 38.

![Figure 38: Results in Protégé of a query](image)

Then, the result of the query satisfies the expectations, which means that the ontology and the query are well formed. In previous caption, it can be seen that the results are given by tables that show instances that satisfy the executed queries as it is explained in “SPARQL” section. Then, the PID ‘pid_eu.plant.plant_fb_Esper’ and instance name ‘dataCalc’ of the FB type named ‘DurationCalculator’ are found. In the same way, information of the configuration in CFBNO or KPI and manufacturing system components in MSO are retrieved.

For concluding this example of the implemented queries for reasoning MSO and CFBNO, it has to be noted the importance of filters in SPARQL queries. It is demonstrated that use of SPARQL patterns as ‘FILTER’, or ‘OPTIONAL’ adds reasoning to the queries since it allows the reasoner to narrow the right choices. However, note that SWRL rules can be also used for increasing the reasoning but for this implementation it has been not needed for retrieving the desired results. In addition, the utilization of SPARQL Update can be useful in this type of implementation for creating, deleting or modifying components of the ontology.
Once the query style and the process for verify its result for the implementation is described, the queries are implemented to a configuration support. Then, all the queries are automatically triggered and reasoned in the described sequence in following section so that the FBN can be finally designed. In addition, the configuration support is in charge of parsing the information of the queries matching cases for extracting each result of the table because the information cannot be treated directly from the tables. Note that this configuration support is needed for connecting this ontological approach with the external tools and reach the desired results.
5. RESULTS

Once the implementation of this thesis work has been shown, this chapter presents the achieved results for the ontological approach testing. Then, this section offers the resulting information within empirical study for demonstrating that the proposed goals have been achieved, determining a satisfactory performance of the realized implementation.

For the presentation of results, it is described the required sequence of queries distributed in steps. The first steps of the sequence are used for retrieving all the information of the ontologies. These queries follow the style and results presented in previous section. In addition, the last steps of the sequence are done by the external tools of this ontological approach for performing the FBN. For concluding this section, a resulting scenario of FBN for KPI calculation by using this ontological approach is shown by a capture of the FBEC visualization.

5.1. Sequence for FBN performance

This section presents a sequence for performing the FBN for KPI calculation. The intention of this description is to demonstrate how the presented implementation is used and to show the resulting FBN.

As it has been explained previously, this sequence is managed by a configuration support which sends queries to the ontologies and receives the response. Then, the information is processed for following queries, if needed, and the sequence continues till the end. Following Figure 39 depicts how this interaction can be understood.

![Figure 39: Interactions of the configuration support with the ontologies and user](image)
As it can be seen in previous picture, there are two possible cases of querying. The interaction of the left side is the process for retrieving information from the MSO. On the other hand, the interaction of the right side corresponds to the query sequence for retrieving information from the CFBNO. In fact, MSO is the first ontology queried because the configuration support requires its information for querying the CFBNO. Note that the first action to start the process is a request of a user, which is the selection of the KPI that has to be calculated.

5.1.1. Reasoning of MSO

As it has been introduced for previous section, the sequence starts with the selection of a KPI to be calculated. Once the user introduces to the system the KPI, the sequence of queries can be started by the configuration support. The first ontology to be queried is the MSO.

Following Table 9 lists by order the first three SPARQL queries that the configuration support sends to the MSO. As information, the table presents the requested MSO data asked within the queries. Then, the results are processed by order so that the configuration support can perform further sequence steps.

Table 9: First three queries of the sequence for the MSO reasoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Requested data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Formula and its elements for the selected KPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Source type of the elements according to ISA-95 standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rest of the formula components: Constants, operations and symbols</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, it can be seen that after the KPI selection, MSO is asked within three queries for retrieve information. Note that the presented order of queries is always followed by the configuration support.

Firstly, the instance for the KPI formula is requested. Also, in the same query, the formula elements are requested. The objective of this query is to support the instances of elements for the third query.

Secondly, the source types of each element of the formula are requested. In addition, the data type that describes the ISA-95 data type, named as ‘hasISA95Mapping’, is asked in the same query. The objective of this query is that its result supports the required information to be mapped, allowing the interoperability with the CFBNO. Thus, the message types of the CFBNO can be requested by using these elements.

Thirdly, the rest of the formula components are retrieved. This means that the constants, operations and symbols are retrieved. Thus, within the third query, all the required information of the KPI formula is obtained. The objective of this query is to support the operations to the CFBNO for requesting an available calculator FB to perform this operation. In addition, by adding the data type property of ‘hasPositionInFormula’ in this query, the position of each component of the formula can be known so the formula can be expressed in the right order.
5.1.2. Reasoning of CFBNO

As it has been introduced previously, the sequence continues for reasoning the CFBNO. Note that as it is below explained, some queries of the CFBNO reasoning uses the results from the data retrieved from the MSO.

Following Table 10 lists by order the rest of the SPARQL queries that the configuration support sends to the CFBNO for conclude the reasoning sequence. As in Table 9, the following Table 10 presents the requested data requested within the queries. Note that the queries are processed by order. In this way, the configuration support can perform further sequence steps till achieving the last query, in which all the required data for the FBN configuration is retrieved.

Table 10: Queries of the sequence for the CFBNO reasoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Requested data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Message types and its elements related to ISA-95 mappings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Adapter type related to the instance that provides the previous message types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Adapter configuration: PID, JSON and JSON schema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FB type related to the instance that provides the operator of the formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FB configuration: PID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, it can be seen that after the data information retrieving of MSO, the sequence continues by doing seven five queries to the CFBNO. Thus, the ontology is asked for retrieving all the useful data for the configuration of the FBN for the selected KPI calculation.

Firstly, the message types related to the elements of the formula are retrieved. Then, this query uses the results of the first and second queries presented in Table 9. The objective of this query is to find the messages types that contain these elements. This means that the result of this query can be used for finding the adapter types of these messages.

Then, the second query of previous table uses the received message types for requesting the adapter instance and its type. The adapter types are the first FBI that is represented in the visualization of the FBN. As it is explained in previous sections, these FBIs have message types which consist in the elements needed by a calculator for calculating a selected KPI.

Once the adapter type and its instance are retrieved, the next step is to request the configuration. Then, the third query sent to the CFBNO asks for the PID, JSON and JSON schema. Note that within this query all the configuration for required adapter types is retrieved so that the following queries must retrieve the calculator information.

Hence, the following query of previous Table 10 uses the result from the third query of Table 9 for retrieving the FB type and its instance, which is related to the operation of the KPI formula retrieved from MSO.
Finally, the last query requests the configuration of the retrieved FB instance in previous query. Then, the PID is requested. Once this query is successfully answered, the configuration support finalizes the sequence of queries.

Afterwards this process, the required data from the ontologies for performing the FBN is retrieved. Then, as it is introduced by previous sections, within the external tools the mapping and performance of the FBN for KPI calculation is finally accomplished.

5.1.3. Final steps for FBN performance

The last pre-results of the implementation are described in this section. Note that once the information of the ontologies is retrieved, it has still to be treated for perform the desired FBN.

Note that the remaining tasks are performed by external tools, following Table 11 shows the remaining steps for having the final result. In addition, note that this is a thesis that intends to present an ontological approach for manufacturing systems implementation. This means the IT details are not covered by these explanations, since the external applications are not made in this thesis work. However, the results must present the utilized tools because they are used for the FBN performance.

Table 11: Remaining steps for the FBN implementation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Generation of data calculator instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Generation of transformation scripts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Generation of the connections between FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Generation of the XML model of the FBN scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Load the FBN to the FBEC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, the generation of data calculator instance is done. For this creation, the formula elements are used to be the input of the FB and, then the operators and variables are used for editing its processing business logic template. This means the edition of the JSON. Note that following Figure 40 depicts the business logic of FBIs within the BL indicator. In addition, the following picture is used for following descriptions.

![Figure 40: Connections between generated FBIs](image)
Secondly, the generation of transformation scripts has to be done. As it is explained in “Function block engine configurator” section, this is the step for performing the mapping of data and the XSLT transformation for the following definition of FBI connections.

Then, the following step is to generate the connections between FBI. This is performed considering that the message flows always are from adapters to FB calculators. In addition, it is stated that the XSLT scripts transforms an original message to a target message so the message filter can be inferred to be the target message type. Note that this filtering is also depicted by previous Figure 40.

Once the connections are generated, the scenario is totally performed. Then, a generation of the FBN in XML is done. Following Figure 41 depicts what is the information that has been generated its transformation into a XML model.

[Diagram: Configuration support]

Once all the results of the reasoning sequence are processed and the XML model is created as it has been depicted in previous Figure 41, the scenario can be loaded to the FBEC. Then, the FBN for KPI calculation can be visualized in the FBEC interface. Note that the XML model for the FBN scenario is attached on the “Appendix B” section.

**5.2. Resulting FBN for KPI calculation**

Once all the results of the reasoning sequence are processed and the XML model is created as it has been depicted in previous Figure 41, the scenario can be loaded to the FBEC. Then, as the final result of this thesis work, following Figure 42 shows a performed FBN for KPI calculation with this ontological approach.
Then, it is depicted by previous Figure 42 that a FBN for KPI calculation is successfully performed by the configurator. Now, the KPI can be calculated since the DPWS and Excel adapter types instances have the values for the calculation and the calculator FB type instance can solve the equation. Thus, the required values for calculate the duration of product for threshold detection on Figure 25 can be used. Note that meanwhile the ‘Dpws_WS’ supports the FBN with ‘endTime’ and ‘startTime’ retrieved from a workstation; the ‘ProdPlan’ supports the threshold value retrieved from an ‘Excel’ file.

Again, note that the XML model for the FBN scenario is attached on the “Appendix B” section.
6. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter concludes the thesis work documentation, discussing the important of the results and the achieved approaches once the implementation has been finished. In addition, further work on this ontological approach and possible utilities of this thesis work are described and presented.

The implementation of this thesis work allowed to present two conference papers [40 and 58] and a journal is also proposed. Then, this thesis work has been already valued for the community. Note that these publications have been always presented as a research founded by the European Union's Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n° 260018 (PLANTCockpit Production Logistics and Sustainability Cockpit).

6.1. Conclusions of implementation and results

Firstly, it can be concluded that this thesis implementation approach the IT to the manufacturing system field with the objective to demonstrate that the reduction of integration efforts is possible with, for instance, ontological approaches. This means that the KR of ontologies and the dynamic data integration of external tools is a powerful methodology for implementing FBN scenarios for KPI calculation.

In fact, this thesis work permits the use of manufacturing system models as source of information during the integration of heterogeneous systems. Then, a process expert can describe, in example, a shop floor to be configured within an ontological approach, which can support its knowledge to other interconnected systems.

Thus, the methodology approach of this thesis work permits shop floor experts to face successfully difficulties in data integration. Obviously, as it is explained through the documentation, the need of a system integration expert is also needed, but this is the reflection of the reduction of efforts that this thesis work proposes for achieving a common goal.

On the other hand, the standardization of the proposed alternative for solving complex data integrations in systems is the most important task of the implementation. This means that the key for the ontological approach functionality is the standardization of systems to let the ontologies to be interoperable. Thus, note that the importance of the well definition of source types, following the standard, by experts is a critical task for the functionality of the thesis work.

In fact, another conclusion of the proposed ontological approach is that the use of other standards would be also possible. This means that, for instance, if the use of ISA-95 for defining source type is not possible due to the knowledge of experts, other stand-
ard could be used. In example, BACnet [67] or MTConnect [68] are standards used in manufacturing systems that could be used for this implementation [69 and 70]. Note that this means that the ontological approach is flexible because permits the change of technologies. For implementing this ontological approach with other standards, the experts have just to define the source types in the same protocol and the system can perform the same resulting FBN. In addition, the advantage of this implementation is that queries and interoperability would be possible to work following the same methodology. However, for quality performance, the property which includes the ‘ISA95’ word should be changed by the name of the used standard.

Moreover, note that an interesting fact discovered in this thesis work is that the devices description is not important for reach the solution. The reason is that the most important data for the KPI calculation is the information model of devices. Then, the ontology knowledge of components is not used for the data integration since this information only permits the description of systems. This is the reason why adapters are not defined in MSO since they are not relevant for the information that is retrieved by the configuration support for performing the FBN.

However, the modeling of the system is an objective of the thesis so that it has been done. In fact, it can be useful, in example, for maintenance or control of the equipment. This means that, once the system is modeled, the MSO can be queried to verify the status of the shop floor.

Finally, it has been discussed the reasoning within queries concept. Implementations that depend on the reasoning of KBs use queries for retrieving the information. However, the use of these queries can confuse the developer enclosing part of the reasoning in the same queries. This fact is problematic since the queries must be just a way of retrieving information. This means that systems that depends on reasoning by rules, or queries forces that the knowledge is stored in this axioms, so that part of the whole KR is not in the integration system.

6.2. Further work

Firstly, note that this thesis work implementation is a start point for the KPI calculation by FBN configured within an ontological approach. This means that the presented solution is not the only one that can be achieved and, obviously, further modifications will be required for finding the solution of new challenges, in manufacturing systems application, for this type of data integrations.

An interesting research for doing this thesis work, even more useful and relevant for the community, would be to investigate the dependences of KPI through different layers of the manufacturing system integrations. This means that it can be found a relation of a KPI which are located on, for instance, the shop floor with another KPI that is on the top level of an ES. The importance of this research relies in the direct relation on production efficiency which, as it is explained in this thesis work document, is the current
trend on manufacturing systems. Then, by the control of KPI dependences, the incomes of a company could be better supervised and, so improved.

Then, following this concept, a further option for this implementation would be to separate the knowledge of KPIs from the MSO, designing a third ontology. In this way, KPIs could be better described separately and would be still available to be retrieved by querying.

Secondly, note that the presentation of choreography and CDL in “Choreography on manufacturing systems” section is important for this thesis work because implementations based on IEC-61499 can be modeled by ontologies. In addition, enriching models with WSCDL based description, results in AI modelled systems which are performed in conjunction with:

- Standards for distributed model systems as IEC-61499
- Description languages as WSCDL
- KR supported by OWL ontologies.

This means that the use of decentralized model systems can combine all the technologies studied by this thesis work.

Note that choreography has been eclipsed by orchestration configurations as it is explained in [58]. On the other hand, [58] describes how choreography configurations allow more expressivity, description and self-performance to modeled systems, without needing the control of an orchestrator. In fact, this thesis work has been done in conjunction with EU PLANTCockpit project allowing the research group of TUT FAST Laboratory publishing papers, as [14, 40, 58 and 66] among others, of current implementation trends on the manufacturing system environment.

On the other hand, the "Conclusions of implementation and results" section states that the use of other standards would be possible in this implementation. Then, a possible further work would be to add an extra class for defining the available standards. This means that the source types could be mapped within other standards, depending on the knowledge of experts. Note that this change would also change the configuration support since it should be prepared to distinguish between standard cases.

Finally, note that other researches in parallel to PLANTCockpit project is being developed currently on TUT FAST Laboratory and this thesis work would be useful for them. Specifically, there is an on-going implementation that requires a component for manufacturing systems KPI monitoring [14]. Following Figure 43 depicts a possible architecture of this higher implementation in which this thesis work could play an important role, needing support for recognition and semantic description in heterogeneous SOA, for the discovery and addition of device information to the MSO. Then, a decision support system (DSS) with a control loop analogy can be achieved, using KPI monitoring as the feedback of the system. Then, this thesis work could be a complement for the implementation DSS control loop analogy presented on [14].
Figure 43: Higher implementation [14] assisted by the ontological approach
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APPENDIX A – MODELLED MULTI-FMS STATION COMPONENTS

This section presents the Multi-FMS devices what have been contemplated and included in the MSO for this thesis work.

Table 12: Mill 105 station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mill 105</td>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>To mill and drill workpieces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Robot station (RV-1A) components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robot RV-1A</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>To transport the workpieces from the parts buffer station to different points of the Micro FMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive motor</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>For the linear axis motion of the robot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14: Parts Buffer station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of the cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detection of the workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short stroke cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to actuate the separator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC gear motor</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to drive the conveyor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15: AFB pallet transport system components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detecting the pallets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical proximity switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detecting the workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC gear motor</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to drive the conveyor system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double/single acting pneumatic cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to stop pallets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16: Distributing station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of the cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through-beam sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for monitoring the stack module level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end stop sensing of the swivel drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detecting partial vacuum suction cup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-acting cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for pushing workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic handling device</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for transporting workpieces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 17: Testing station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detection of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for colour detection of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retro-reflective sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for monitoring the working space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of the cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear displacement sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for measuring the height of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rod-less lifting cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for raising or lowering workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejecting cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for pushing workpieces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 18: Handling station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detection of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detecting colour of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of the linear axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of the cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic linear axis</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to rapid positioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear flat cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used as a lifting cylinder for the Z-axis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 19: Processing station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacitive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detection of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for the rotary indexing table positioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for testing the orientation of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end stop sensing of the linear axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC gear motor</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to drive the rotary indexing table module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid actuator</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for checking position of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid actuator</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for clamping workpieces during drilling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 20: Robot station (RV-2AJ) components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for checking the orientation of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot RV-2AJ</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>Used to determine characteristics of workpieces, assembling, and pass them to subsequent stations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 21: Assembling station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of cylinder A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of cylinder B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for detection of the spring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through-beam sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for monitoring the cap magazine level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through-beam sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for monitoring the ejected cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double acting pneumatic cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for moving springs to the transfer point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double acting pneumatic cylinder</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for pushing out the bottom cap from the magazine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 22: Storing station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for end position sensing of the cylinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductive proximity sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used to sample the rotary drive reference point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse sensor</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used for identifying the colour of workpieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic sliding unit STL</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for extend and retract the gripper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical linear axis</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for driving the linear drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo motor</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used for driving the storage module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 23: Warehouse (ASRS20) station components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reed-switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used to send information when Z axis is down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed-switch</td>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Used to send information when gripper is open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumatic linear drive</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to extend and retract the gripper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro-mechanical drive</td>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Used to drive along the X axis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B – POSSIBLE SEMANTIC SCENARIO

This section presents a possible resulting semantic scenario in XML, consisting in a generated FBN by the FBEC. Note that this FB composition is achieved by using the ontological approach data integration of this thesis work.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<fbNetworkScenario>
  <fbNetworkName>semanticExample</fbNetworkName>
  <fb>
    <fbId>ProdPlan</fbId>
    <fbPid>eu.plant.plant_fb_excel_adapter</fbPid>
    <fbBusinessLogicSchema>
      "Config": {"extractions": {"eu.plantcockpit.plant_fbs.plant_fb_excel_adapter_impl.ExtractionConf": {"attributes": {"attributes": {"eu.plantcockpit.plant_fbs.plant_fb_excel_adapter_impl.Attribute": {"name": "ProductPlantDuration", "value": ""}}}}}, "conditions": {"eu.plantcockpit.plant_fbs.plant_fb_excel_adapter_impl.Condition": {"offset": {"columnEnd": 1, "columnStart": 1, "rowEnd": 1, "rowStart": 1}, "sheet": "Sheet1", "type": 0}}, "formats": {"eu.plantcockpit.plant_fbs.plant_fb_excel_adapter_impl.ExcelCellFormatter": {"format": ",", "id": 0, "preString": "", "postString": "", "type": 3}}, "sheet": "Sheet1", "type": 0}}, "inputFileName": "C:/Users/fast/Desktop/MyTestExcel.xls" }}</fbBusinessLogicSchema>

<fbBusinessLogicSchema>
  "type": "object", "id": "http://json-schema.org/draft-03/schema", "id": "+", "required": false, "properties": {"Config": {"type": "object", "id": "Config", "title": "Config"}, "required": false, "properties": {"extractions": {"type": "object", "id": "extractions", "required": false, "properties": {"eu.plantcockpit.plant_fbs.plant_fb_excel_adapter_impl.ExcelCellFormatter": {"format": ",", "id": 0, "postString": ",", "preString": ",", "type": 3}}, "sheet": "Sheet1", "type": 0}}, "inputFileName": "C:/Users/fast/Desktop/MyTestExcel.xls" }}</fbBusinessLogicSchema>

This section presents a possible resulting semantic scenario in XML, consisting in a generated FBN by the FBEC. Note that this FB composition is achieved by using the ontological approach data integration of this thesis work.
<inputMessageTypes>
<inputMessageType>plant_fb_excel_adapter_MyInput1</inputMessageType>
</inputMessageTypes>

<outputMessageTypes>
<outputMessageType>plant_fb_excel_adapter_MyOutput1</outputMessageType>
</outputMessageTypes>

<transformations>
<transformation>
<originalMsgType>plant_fb_excel_adapter_MyOutput1</originalMsgType>
<newMsgType>ProductPlantDuration</newMsgType>
<translationName>plant_fb_excel_adapter_MyOutput12ProductPlantDuration</translationName>
<translationXSLT>"<xsl:value-of select="/ExcelAdapterData/Data/ProductPlantDuration" /></xsl:value-of>
</translationXSLT>
<direction>OUTPUT</direction>
</transformation>
</transformations>

<fbId>dataCalc</fbId>

<fbPd>pid_eu.plant.plant_fb_Esper</fbPd>

<fbBusinessLogic>
"EsperConfiguration": {"CEPServiceName": "dataCalc", "EventProcessingQuery": {"queryStatement": "Select prodTimeEvent.endTime - prodTimeEvent.startTime as duration, ProductPlantDurationEvent.value as threshold from pattern [every (prodTimeEvent = ProdEvent) &gt;= ProductPlantDurationEvent = ProductPlantDuration].win:time_batch(3 sec) where prodTimeEvent.endTime - prodTimeEvent.startTime &gt;= ProductPlantDurationEvent.value*" }, "InputMessageDefinitions": [{"inputMessage": ["elements": ["Element": ["Name": "startTime", "SampleValue": "5555" ], ["Name": "endTime", "SampleValue": "7000"] ], ["rootElementName": "ProdEvent" ], ["elements": ["Element": ["Name": "value", "SampleValue": "1000"] ], ["rootElementName": "ProductPlantDuration"] ] } ] }
</fbBusinessLogic>

<fbBusinessLogicSchema>{
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"EsperConfiguration": {
"type": "object",
"id": "EsperConfiguration",
"required": false,
"properties": {
"CEPServiceName": {
"type": "string",
"id": "CEPServiceName",
"required": false,
"EventProcessingQuery": {
"type": "object",
"id": "EventProcessingQuery",
"required": false,
"properties": {
"queryStatement": {
"type": "string",
"id": "queryStatement",
"format": "text",
"_inputex": {
"rows": 3,
"cols": 70,
"description": "Event Processing Language Query expected"
}
}, "InputMessageDefinitions": {
"type": "object",
"id": "InputMessageDefinitions",
"required": false,
"properties": {
"inputMessage": {
"type": "array",
"id": "InputMessage",
"required": false,
"_inputex": {
"description": "Input message declaration"
}
}, "items": {
"type": "object",
"id": 0,
"required": false,
"properties": {
"elements": {
"type": "object",
"id": "elements",
"required": false,
"properties": {
"Element": {
"type": "array",
"id": "Element",
"required": false,
"items": {
"type": "object",
"id": 0,
"required": false,
"properties": {
"Name": {
"type": "string",
"id": "Name",
"required": false,
"SampleValue": {
"type": "string",
"id": "SampleValue",
"required": false
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

<inputMessageTypes>
<inputMessageType>ProdEvent</inputMessageType>
</inputMessageTypes>

<outputMessageTypes>
<outputMessageType>dataCalc_OUT</outputMessageType>
</outputMessageTypes>

<transformations>
<transformation>
<originalMsgType>ProdEvent</originalMsgType>
<newMsgType>ProductPlantDuration</newMsgType>
<translationName>ProductPlantDuration</translationName>
<translationXSLT>
</translationXSLT>
<direction>INPUT</direction>
</transformation>
</transformations>
<transformation>
  <originalMsgType>dataCalc_OUT</originalMsgType>
  <newMsgType></newMsgType>
  <transformationName></transformationName>
  <transformationXSLT></transformationXSLT>
  <direction>OUTPUT</direction>
</transformation>

<fb>
  <fbId>Dpws_WS</fbId>
  <fbPid>pid_eu.plant.plant_fb_dpws_adapter</fbPid>
  <fbBusinessLogic>
    "DPWSConfig": "{ "subscribe": ["string": ["192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/ProductionTimeEvent"] }"
  </fbBusinessLogic>
  <fbBusinessLogicSchema>
    "type": "object", "schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-03/schema", "id": ", required": false, "properties": ["DPWSConfig": { "type": "object", "id": "DPWSConfig", "title": "DPWSConfig", "required": false, "properties": [{ "subscribe": { "type": "object", "id": "subscribe", "required": false, "properties": ["string": { "type": "array", "title": "Subscribe", "id": "stringArray", "required": false, "items": ["type": "string", "title": "Action", "_inputex": { "description": "NOTE! Currently only one action can be subscribed by each instance of the adapter"}, "choices": [{ "value": "192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/EndTimeEvent" }, { "value": "192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/WorkstationAlarm" }, { "value": "192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/WorkstationEvent" }, { "value": "192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/WorkpieceStatus" }, { "value": "192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/TransferIn" }, { "value": "192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/WorkpieceProperties" }, { "value": "192.168.2.62;http://www.plantcockpit.eu/fast/festo/FestoStationServicePortType/ProductionTimeEvent" }], "id": "string", "required": false } ]]
  </fbBusinessLogicSchema>
  <inputMessageTypes/>
  <outputMessageTypes>
    <outputMessageType>plant_fb_dpws_adapter_MyOutput1</outputMessageType>
  </outputMessageTypes>
</fb>

<transformations>
  <transformation>
    <originalMsgType>plant_fb_dpws_adapter_MyOutput1</originalMsgType>
    <newMsgType>ProdEvent</newMsgType>
    <transformationName>plant_fb_dpws_adapter_MyOutput12ProdEvent</transformationName>
    <transformationXSLT>&lt;?xml version="1.0"?&gt; &lt;xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"&gt;&lt;xsl:template match="/"&gt;&lt;ProdEvent&gt;&lt;/ProdEvent&gt;&lt;/xsl:template&gt;&lt;/xsl:stylesheet&gt;</transformationXSLT>
    <direction>OUTPUT</direction>
  </transformation>
</transformations>

<connections>
  <connection>
    <srcPID>pid_eu.plant.plant_fb_excel_adapter</srcPID>
    <srcFbInstanceId>ProdPlan</srcFbInstanceId>
    <dstPID>pid_eu.plant.plant_fb_Esper</dstPID>
    <dstFbInstanceId>dataCalc</dstFbInstanceId>
    <filterMsg>ProductPlantDuration</filterMsg>
  </connection>
</connections>
<connection>
  <srcPID>pid_eu.plant.plant_fb_dpws_adapter</srcPID>
  <srcFbInstanceName>Dpws_WS</srcFbInstanceName>
  <dstPID>pid_eu.plant.plant_fb_Esper</dstPID>
  <dstFbInstanceName>dataCalc</dstFbInstanceName>
  <filterMsg>ProdEvent</filterMsg>
</connection>
</connections>
</fbNetworkScenario>